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Markov-FUnctional models are a very powerful class of market 
models which calibrate and compute prices and Greeks quickly. This 
dissertation explains, in detail, how Markov-FUnctional models work 
as well as discussing all of the specific models developed in the litera-
ture. It contains the key points that can be found in the present liter-
ature. We explain, in detail, all of the concepts, from the theoretical 
framework down to the numerical implementation of the specific mod-
els. This involves explaining the framework for Markov-FUnctional 
models , de cribing specific models, obtaining a deeper understanding 
of how the model parameters affect the results, discussing the issues 
involved in the implementation, implementing various models and in-
vestigating the effect of numerical and market parameters on the out-
come. Various concepts, not discussed in the present literature, such 
as considerations for selecting a discretization grid for the numerical 
implementation, are developed. The practical application of Markov-
FUnctional models is considered as well as alternative fields, such as 
Actuarial science, where the model can be applied. In summary, this 
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Interest rate models form an important part of the field of quantitative fi-
nance. The sim lest models are short rate models. These models, although 
easy to understand and quick to calibrate, suffer from the serious flaw that 
they do not model the yield curve accurately enough under all market con-
ditions. Short rate models model the short rate, which is not a directly 
observable market rate. In order to obtain an arbitrage free model and the 
observable market rates requires some complex calculations. 
The next innovation was the Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) framework which 
ensured no arbit rage by setting restrictions on the dynamics of the of the 
interest rate process. This framework requires all the forward volatilities, 
which is a significant increase in the number of parameters from the short 
rate models. Short rate models fall under the HJM framework1 although 
simplifying assumptions about the forward rate volatilities are required2 e.g. 
the forward volatilities are constant. This still leaves the flaws that simple 
models do not provide an accurate enough model of the yield curve and that 
they do not model the market quoted rates directly. 
Market models were introduced to model the yield curve more accurately 
and to model market quoted rates directly. They model market quoted rates 
and calibrate by ensuring that the model produces the market prices for a 
selection of derivatives based on these rates. For example, instead of mod-
elling the underlying short rate and using that rate to model the Libor rate, 
Market models model the Libor rates directly. This improvement came at a 
price: Market models tend to be very complex, have many factors (sources 
of noise) and are difficult to calibrate. They can be computationally inten-
sive resulting in the time taken to calculate the Greeks and price derivatives 
being significant. This can be problematic in practice. There has been much 
work in reducing the number of factors in Market models and applying re-
strictions to make these models driven by a low dimension Markov process3 . 
The reason that we want the driving process to be a low dimensional Markov 
process is in order to reduce computational time and complexity. 
Markov-Functional models ensure that the driving process is a low dimen-
sional process Markovian process. Markov-Functional models are Market 
1 In fact , most i terest rate models do. 
2This then ' red ces' the number of actual parameters to the number of parameters in 
the short rate model. 
3 A comprehensive discussion of this can be found in Chiarella and Kwon [6]. 
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models, in the sense that they model market quoted rates, but are much 
simpler in structure than traditional Market models. They start by using 
only a single Markovian factor and factors are added if necessarl . 
It turns out that single factor Markov-Functional models price derivatives 
and calculate Greeks with results that are comparable, for practical pur-
poses, with those of more complex Market models. In addition, there are 
some tricks that can be used to calibrate to the correlation of co-terminal 
options, even though there is only a single factor. They calculate the prices 
and Greeks extremely quickly making them very suitable for practical pur-
poses. 
The absence of an extensive literature does pose the question of whether 
or not these models are used in practice. After questioning practitioners at 
the MIF conference5 it emerged that the models are being used in practice6 . 
During the course of this dissertation, it should become clear that Markov-
Functional mod ls are powerful models with a wide range of practical appli-
cations and provide a simple framework for solving complex problems. They 
calibrate and calculate their output much quicker than other Market models 
and their results are comparable. Their simple structure leads to an easy 
understanding of the model and thus allows one (e.g. trader) to obtain an 
intuitive understanding as to how the price was calculated. This could be 
used to adjust for market imperfections in a coherent way, making the model 
suitable for practical applications. 
The format of the dissertation is as follows. In section 2 some preliminary 
theory is recalled. In sections 3 and 4 the framework for Markov-Functional 
models is introduced along with a heuristic explanation. In section 5 Libor 
Markov-Functional models are explained along with formulae to calculate 
the prices and Greeks of options. The swap Markov-Functional model is pre-
sented in section 6. Volatility smiles are considered in section 7. In section 
8 the spot measure models are introduced. A multi-factor model is given in 
section 9, along with the relevant formulae. 
The next part of the dissertation delves into the deeper meaning of the 
Markov process driving the model. The impact of the volatility of the Markov 
4 Single factor Markov-Functional models dominate the literature. 
5Kruger Park 2005. 
6 Notably, Professor Lane Hughston mentioned that the models were being used in 
practice. 
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process on the model is examined in section 10. This leads to an approxi-
mation allowing one to calibrate to the terminal correlation of a Bermudan 
swaption. The relation between the models under different measures is ex-
amined. 
We now move on to the uses of the model. In sections 12 and 13 we present 
pricing formulae along with some Actuarial applications. These present the 
framework for pricing any derivative in our economy. 
The numerical implementation is not straightforward. In section 14 we ex-
plain, in detail, exactly how one goes about implementing the model. Issues 
such as numerical integration, calculating the cumulative Normal distribu-
tion, selecting the correct discretization points and the general procedure are 
considered. Many of these issues are not discussed in the present literature. 
Sections 15 to 17 deal with the results. First we explain how to obtain rele-
vant market data. We then have a literature review of the empirical results. 
In addition to presenting the standard results , we present results for differ-
ent numerical and market parameters in order to determine how the Libor 
and swap model behave in different situations. We also present results for a 
Bermudan swaption priced using the Libor model in order to determine how 
consistent the numerical results of the swap and Libor Markov-Functional 
models are. 
The C++ code forms a substantial part of this dissertation. There is a 
brief discussion of this code in section 18. The code can be found on the 
attached CD. It is written in a library type form in order to allow a user to 
quickly price any type of derivative. We thus explain how one goes about 
pricing a new derivative using the code. The header files which should ex-
plain some more of the technical details about the workings can be found in 
the appendix. 
Finally, we conclude in section 19, commenting on possible further research 
that could be done. 
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2 Preliminary theory 
This dissertation requires knowledge of finance and the mathematics of fi-
nance. Here we recall some important theory used in the derivation, inter-
pretation and application of the Markov-Functional models. 
2.1 Pure D iscount Bonds (PDB's) 
A PDB is a bond that pays out a single unit of currency at the maturity 
time. It is essentially a discount factor. For t < s, the value of a PDB at 





where r is the effective rate of interest at time t for the interval [t, s]. In 
other words, r is the (simple annual) rate of interest at time t multiplied by 
s - t (and time is measured in years). 
2.2 Forward rates 
A forward rate i a rate that is available now, but only applies for a period in 
the future. In other words, for t < s < T , the interest rate available at time 
t that applies over the interval [s, T] is the forward rate at time t for time s 
that ends at time T . This rate is called the s x (T - s) forward rate at time 
t . Forward bonds emerge from forward rates as follows : we have t < s < T. 
Let ixy denote the effective rate of interest at time t on the interval [x, y] for 
any times t < x < y. The effective rate of interest on the interval [t, T] at 
timet is 
itT= (1 +its)(1 +isr) -1 (2) 
Writing this in terms of bonds we have 
Dtr = 
1 
[ ( 1 + its) ( 1 + i sT) - 1 + 1] 
1 1 
(1 +its) (1 + isr) 
DtsDsT,t (3) 
where Dsr,t denotes a forward PDB at timet for the period [s, T] . A forward 
PDB is a PDB that is available now but only discounts over a forward period. 
In other words a forward PDB is a PDB that we can agree now to purchase 
at a future time. 
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2.3 Caps 
A cap is a derivative (contract) , which pays out max(O, rr; - K) x i , at 
set time periods, Ti, i = 0, 1, ... , n, where K is a predetermined value, called 
the strike, rr; is the underlying rate of interest for the period [Ti, Ti+l], and 
i = (Ti+l - ~). The set time periods, denoted Ti, i = 0, 1, ... , n are called 
tenors. Generally, tenors are times that refer to some event in the market, 
such as the times that a cap pays out. A cap could pay out at the times Ti 
relating to the i terest rates rri or it could pay out in arrears which means 
that the payment max(O, rr; - K) is paid at time Ti+l· 
A digital (or bi ary) cap pays out a single unit if rr; > K or zero other-
wise at time Ti (or ~+1 if it is in arrears). 
2.4 Swaps 
A swap is a cont ract to swap a particular (function7 of a) variable market 
quoted rate for a fixed set rate, where the rate is charged on some agreed 
nominal amount . The nominal amount is never exchanged. The payments 
occur at specific tenors. An example would be to swap the Libor rate for a 
fixed rate, say 5%, on a nominal amount of 100. The person receiving the 
fixed rate is said to hold a receive fixed position. The payout at each tenor 
for the receive fixed position is [K- rrJai. The payout for a receive floating 
(pay fixed) position is the opposite of that, [rr; - K]ai. The fixed rate is set 
so that the value of the swap is zero to both parties, although in practice the 
fixed rate is usually set to benefit the bank providing the swap8 . 
The fixed rate that sets the value of the swap to zero for both parties is 
called the par swap rate. The par swap rate can be calculated as follows: 
consider a swap at time To with tenors ~. i = 0, 1, ... , n. The PDB's are 
calculated using the underlying interest rate. The underlying interest rate 
is the rate on which the swap is based. The swap can be seen as a contract 
where the two parties lend each other a single unit and pay each other inter-
est on the loan until t ime Tn when the capital is repaid. The loan is repaid 
at a fixed and a variable interest rate respectively. This is still a swap as the 
payments of the capital at the start and end of the loan cancel each other 
out. The fixed rate must be selected so that the value of these two loans is 
7This is usually a simple function such as the rate plus some amount. This is done to 
take factors such as credit risk and profit margins into account. 
8 Seen differently, the floating rate is a function of some market quoted rate where the 
function is set to benefit the bank. 
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the same. 
Consider the loan with the variable interest payments. This is a loan whose 
interest is repaid at the market rate of interest at regular intervals and the 
capital is repaid at the end. At outset, this loan has a value of zero as the 
rate of interest paid and the rate at which these payments are discounted are 
the same; they are the market rate of interest. 
The value of the fixed interest loan with the fixed rate K, at time T0 is 
the discounted sum of the interest payments and the capital at the end. The 
value is thus 
We require 
n-1 
1 - K L ai D ToT; - Dr0T,, 
i=O 
n-1 
0 = 1 - K L aiDToT; - D roTn 
i=O 
which can be solved for the fixed rate K 
K = 1- DroTn 
"'n-1 D 
L..,i=O ToTi+l 




The forward par swap rate is the swap rate available now for a swap over 
some interval in the future. The forward par swap rate at time t, for a swap 
over the interval [s, T], where t ~ s ~ T , is called the t x (T- s) forward 
par swap rate at time t . This is denoted by y~s,T). 
2.5 Swaptions 
A swaption is an option to enter a swap on predetermined terms. For exam-
ple, there could be a swaption that allows one to enter a receive fixed position 
on a two year swap at a swap rate of 5% with quarterly tenors. The posi-
tion can only be entered into on the expiry of the option, which is in one year. 
A Bermudan swaption is a swaption that can be exercised at a fixed set 
of tenors. The holder can only exercise once. The swap which is entered into 
could depend on the date on which the swap is exercised. An example of 
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this is a co-terminal Bermudan swaption. In this swaption, the holder can 
exercise on a fixed set of t enors but the swap that is entered into will expire 
on a fixed date. Thus the later one exercises the option, the shorter the time 
span of the swap will be. 
A typical use of a Bermudan swaption would be for a lender to hedge against 
the early repayment of a fixed interest loan that can be fully repaid by the 
borrower at a fixed set of times. This occurs in housing loans where the bor-
rower has the option to pay back the full outstanding amount at any time. 
The lender giving out the loan would like to ensure that , regardless of when 
the borrower pays back the loan, the lender earns the fixed amount of interest 
for the entire duration of the loan. For example, if the loan is a 20 year loan 
on 100 at 5%, with the capital being repaid at the end and annual interest 
payments, the borrower may repay the 100 outstanding on the loan after 10 
years. The lender would need to invest that 100 for the remaining 10 years 
at 5% interest in order to earn the interest that was expected. In 10 years 
time, if the market only offers 4% for the remaining 10 years, the lender will 
not earn his/her required 5% interest . 
By entering a co-terminal Bermudan swaption, a lender could hedge itself. 
The Bermudan swaption would require the following terms 
• The exerci e dates of the Bermudan swaption would have to co-incide 
with the dates that the loan can be repaid. 
• The swap that is entered into would be a receive fixed swap. The 
strike rate needs to be the same as the rate at which the money was 
lent (which is 5% in the above example). 
• The floating rate (underlying) would need to be a market rate that can 
be obtained at any time in the future. 
• The co-terminal expiry date of the swaps would need to co-incide with 
the date that the loan would be repaid if it was not paid back early. 
The lender would hedge as follows: if the loan is paid back early the lender 
would invest the capital sum in the underlying market rate of interest , exer-
cise the co-terminal Bermudan swaption and swap the floating rate of interest 
which is earned in the market for the fixed rate for the remaining duration 
of the swap. 
The price paid fo r the co-terminal Bermudan swaption is not the fair theoret-
ical price that the borrower should be charged for the option to pay the loan 
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back early. This is because if the loan is paid back early, the terms of the 
swap, should the option be exercised, may be less favourable than the market 
conditions. Thus the cost of the optionality of being allowed to exercise the 
swaption or not hould not be charged to the borrower. 
Note that the co- terminal Bermudan swaption essentially removes the down-
side reinvestment risk associated with obtaining early payments as well as 
adding optionality, so that one is not necessarily locked into entering a swap 
on unfavourable terms. In practice, things are not so simple and the capital 
is not all repaid at the end. Rather, the repayments include some of the 
capital, so the use of a co-terminal Bermudan swaption is not so simple. 
A co-terminal Bermudan swaption leads to one considering forward rates 
for swaps that all expire on the same date, say Tn. The forward swap rate 
at time t for the period [Ti, Tn] is denoted as y~i). We can obtain a set of 
co-terminal forward swap rates at each time t , namely {y?) , i = 0, 1, ... , n }. 
The correlation between these forward co-terminal swap rates at time t is 
called the terminal correlation at time t. 
A co-terminal Bermudan swaption is implemented and the results can be 
found in section 17.2 .1. 
2.6 Calculating Greeks 
The Greeks are the sensitivities of a derivative to changes in the market vari-
ables that affect the price of the derivative. When we have a closed form 
solution for the price of a derivative we can calculate the Greeks by calculat-
ing the partial derivatives of the formula for the price of the derivative. In 
Markov-Function 1 models, we do not have a simple closed-form solution for 
the price of our derivatives. The Greeks are therefore calculated using the so 
called bump-and-revalue technique. 
As the name suggests, the bump-and-revalue technique works by changing 
(bumping) a market variable and the revaluing the option. The sensitivity 
of the price to the market variable is calculated as 
S 
. . . Price- Price after bumping 
ensrtivrty = ----------'---=-
Size of the bump 
(7) 
the size of the bump is the amount by which we changed the market pa-
rameter of interest. It is called the perturbation interval. Different size 
perturbation intervals usually lead to different sensitivities due to the second 
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order effect. We can calculate the second order effect in a similar fashion by 
comparing the se sitivities of two different perturbation intervals. In other 
words we calculate 
Sensitivity( 1 )-Sensitivity(2) 
Second order effect= -----=-D....:..ff,.:-___ ---=-~ 
1 erence 
(8) 
where Sensitivity(1) refers to the sensitivity calculated using a large pertur-
bation interval, Sensitivity(2) refers to the sensitivity calculated using a small 
perturbation interval and Difference refers to the difference between the large 
and the small perturbation interval. Note that we have two different pertur-
bation intervals when calculating the second order effect: the perturbation 
intervals to calculate the sensitivity (using the small perturbation interval) 
and the difference between the two perturbation intervals. When we calcu-
late the second order effect, the perturbation interval used to calculate the 
first order effects, Sensitivity(1) and Sensitivity (2), should be as small as 
possible as the second order effect should not be included in the calculation 
of the first order effect. Changing the size of the difference between the per-
turbation intervals used to calculate the second order effect will show a third 
order effect. Usually we are not interested in the third order effect, but this 
sensitivity can b calculated in a similar fashion. 
2. 7 The fundamental pricing theorem 
The following theorem is derived by Harrison and Pliska [9] and taken from 
Bjork [5]. Consider a market model with asset price processes S0 , ... , SN on 
the time interval [0, T]. The numeraire process, S0 is assumed to be strictly 
positive. The first fundamental theorem states that the market is arbitrage 
free iff there exists a martingale measure Q ,...., IP' such that the processes 
si . 1 N 
So' 2 = ' ... , (9) 
are all (local) martingales under Q. 
The second fundamental theorem states that, assuming the absence of ar-
bitrage, the market model is complete iff the martingale measure Q is unique. 
These theorems imply that in a complete and arbitrage free market, with 
numeraire N and associated equivalent martingale measure Q, the value of 




as _t is a Q-martingale. 
Nt 
2.8 Girsanov 's theorem 
The following theorem can be found in Bjork [5]. Let WJl> be a d-dimensional 
standard IP-Wiener process on (0, F, IP, { F}t) and let <.p be any d-dimensional 
adapted column process. Choose a fixed T and define the process L on [0, T] 
by 
where the prime denotes the transpose. In other words , we have 
Lt = exp( t <.p~dW?- ~ t ll<.psWds) Jo 2 Jo 
where II · II denotes the Euclidean norm. Assume that 
E JP[Lr] = 1 
and define a new probability measure Q on Ft by 








where WQ is a Q-Wiener process. This essentially states how, in a Brownian 
world, the drift of a process, in this case process Lt (with zero drift under IP), 
changes as we changes our measure. Note that our volatility of the process 
remains unchanged. <.p is known as the Girsanov kernel. 
2.9 Martingale measure pricing 
This theorem was derived by Geman, El Karoui and Rochet [8]. Suppose 
that we have a process At and that At is a process with the property that 









f Mt . tn~ . 1 h Mt . ill t' 1 I - 1s a '1,[-martmga e, t en -,- 1s a "£-mar mga e. 
At At 
In particular, if X is 
an attainable contingent claim, then 
X =A EQ [~(T) [:F:l 
t t A(T) t 
(17) 
This theorem shows how we can change the measure and still have a martin-
gale process by changing the numeraire. Here, the numeraire associated with 
Q is At and the numeraire associated with Q is At. A numeraire is a unit 
of measurement , like a currency. It is therefore a process and represents a 
tradeable asset. We divide our process of interest by the numeraire to obtain 
its value in terms of the numeraire. This theorem shows how measures and 
their associated numeraires are linked. 
3 A heuristic ex planation of Markov-Functional 
Models 
A Markov process is one where the current position of the process summa-
rizes the entire information available from the path of the process. In other 
words, the process increments are path-independent and its next position is 
dependent only on its current position. Markov-Functional models model the 
parameter of interest9 using a function whose inputs are a Markov process 
e.g. if we are modelling the Libor rate, we model Lt(xt) = Libor rate at time 
t, where x is a Markov process. 
A simple example would be a Markov process defined by 
(18) 
where dWt is Brownian motion under the risk-neutral measure, Q, and the 
(identity) function mapping the Markov process to the short rate is 
(19) 
where rt is the s ort rate at time t. Here, the Markov process is the driving 
process as well as the short rate itself. This is the Merton short rate model. 
This example allows limited calibration to the market but demonstrates what 
Markov- Functional means. 
9Usually a market quoted interest rate. 
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Markov-Functional models, as introduced by Hunt, Kennedy and Pelsser 
[10], take a slightly different and more technical approach. The following 
explanation leaves out many technical considerations which will be discussed 
later. We have 
• An economy which consists only of pure discount bonds (PDB). 
• The assumed existence of an equivalent martingale measure (EMM), 
Q. 
• A Markov process, Xt, with a known law under Q that is the only 
driving factor in our economy. 
• A numeraire, Nt(xt) , corresponding with the measure Q. The nu-
meraire is a function of only our Markov process. 
We want to price derivatives using the fundamental pricing theorem 
(20) 
where Vi denote the value of the derivative at time t. In order to do this we 
only require the functional form of Nt(Xt) and vt(xt)· Usually, we calculate 
the functional form of the interest rates. We let Nt(Xt) be a PDB which is 
a known function of the interest rates. The payoff of the derivative vt(xt) is 
a known function of the interest rates. Thus by calculating the functional 
form of the interest rates we can obtain the functional forms of Nt(Xt) and 
vt(xt) which is what we require. Once we have these functional forms , we can 
calculate the expectation as we know the law of Xt under Q. The functions 
are calculated (numerically) in such a way that the model is calibrated to 
the market i.e. we calibrate to the market by selecting the correct functional 
form. In higher dimensional cases calibration also includes calculating drift 
parameters. We usually model the market rates such as the Libor and the 
swap rate. 
A Markov-Functional model does not necessarily imply that all the assets 
in the economy are Markovian. The numeraire of the spot measure model 
discussed in section 8 is not Markovian. We will only obtain a Markovian 
asset price proc ss if we assume that an asset price process is not path de-
pendent. The asset price process will then be Markovian in any EMM where 
the associated numeraire is of the form Nt(Xt)· 
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4 The Framework for Markov-Functional Mod-
els 
In this section we explain and describe the Markov-Functional framework 
that was presented in Hunt et al. [10]. Figure 1 outlines the model. Formally, 
we are working in a single currency economy consisting only of pure discount 
bonds (PDB). Define Dvt as the value at time v of a PDB, with a nominal 
value of one, expiring at time t. We assume the existence of a unique EMM 
and hence concl de that the market is arbitrage free and complete. We work 
in a discrete time frame with times T0 , ... , Tn+ 110 . The filtration generated 
by this economy is defined as 
Ft = a(Dvt : V ~ t, t E {To , ... , Tn+l}) (21) 
where a(·) denotes the generated sigma-algebra. Any type of trading is 
allowed but all strategies must be self financing. Let Vrm denote the value 
of a derivative, expiring at Tn+l, at time Tm ~ Tn+l· This value can only be 
determined by the evolution of price processes until time Tm. This means 
that we only ne d to consider the evolution of prices until time Tm in order 
to price this derivative. Due to market completeness and the no arbitrage 
assumption we can replicate the derivative and have a numeraire N with 
associated EMM Q, where equivalence is with respect to the 'real world' 
measure, IP. The probability space we use is (0, F , Q) . The value of a 
derivative at time t < T m is 
(22) 
by the fundame tal pricing theorem. 
The assumptions are 
1. Xt is a Markov process under the EMM Q associated with numeraire 
Nt. 
2. The PDB prices are of the form: Dts = Dts(xt) , 0 ~ t ~ os ~ S for 
some boundary curve 8s : [0, S] ---+ [0, S] 
3. The numeraire N is of the form Nt = Nt(xt), 0 ~ t ~ S 
Note that the notation used in the definition above differs from that used in 
Hunt et al [10]. We refer to B as the terminal time. S corresponds to the 
10The results can be extended to a continuum 
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which we use to find 
the functions on the 
inner part of the time 
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Figure 2: Boundary of the Libor Markov-Functional models with terminal 
time B. 
time of the last payment of interest. The boundary curve 8s is 
a = { t, if 
B B, if 
t ~ B 
t > B 
where t refers to time. Figure 2 illustrates this boundary curve. In the imple-
mentation we let Tn+l = S =Bas we price products with the same terminal 
time, Tn+l · 
Assumption (2) states that the value of the PDB, expiring on, and valued 
at all times from zero till the terminal time B , is a function of the Markov 
process, Xt. In addition, at any time before or equal to B the price of the 
PDB bond before, or on, time S is also a function of the Markov process. 
Assumption (1) and (3) ensure that we have a numeraire from time zero 
till time B which is a function of the Markov process. Thus if we specify 
Dsj, B ~ j ~ S we can obtain the functional form of the PDB inside the 
boundary curve by using the fundamental pricing theorem. 
(23) 
The reason that we need to specify the functional form of the PDB outside 
the boundary is that we do not calibrate the model outside of this boundary. 
The numeraire used outside the boundary is the rolling unit numeraire and 
thus does not require a functional form. i.e. our model and its calibration 
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falls within the boundary. Outside the boundary we must specify all the 
calibrated functional forms ourselves. 
To fully specify the model, we require 
1. The law of x under the measure Q . 
2. The deterministic functional form of the numeraire Nt(xt) V 0 ~ t ~ B. 
3. The PDB prices as a function of x on the boundary curve, OB· We only 
need the PDB prices on the boundary as we can calculate the prices 
inside the boundary by using equation 23 and Nt(xt) 11 . 
This specifies the model as we now have a numeraire with a known law and 
the EMM. We can price any payoff function in this economy with this infor-
mation by taking expectations. 
The law of the Markov process is specified in the specific models. The PDB 
prices on the boundary are often taken to be the trivial Dt,t(Xt) = 1 by se-
lecting the appropriate boundary12 . The functional form of the numeraire 
needs to be calculated numerically. This is done in the specific models. 
An example of a model specification is 
1. dx = (j(t)dWt 
2. DTnTn+l = 1 { Tn 
1 + o:nL~n)exp( - 2 Jo ((}~n))
2du + xrJ 
1 
3. Nt(Xt) = Dt(Xt) 
where S = Tn+l and B = Tn. This example is the Libor Markov-Functional 
model under the terminal measure and is discussed in section 5 where all the 
terms are defined. 
We have been working in a discrete time framework. We would like to en-
sure that our model is arbitrage free at all the times that fall between our 
discrete times i.e. we want to ensure that there is no arbitrage for times t, 
Ti ~ t ~ Ti+1, where i = 0, 1, ... , n and Tn+l ~ t. The next section shows 
that we have no arbitrage at the intermediate times by developing an arbi-
trage free model for all the intermediate times that is consistent with the 
Markov-Functional framework. 
11 Which we have from the second requirement 
12 Let the last payment of interest coincide with the terminal time. 
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4.1 A consistent arbitrage-free term structure model 
for Markov-Functional models 
This section draws on Hunt and Kennedy [11]13 . This section extends the 
functional form of the numeraire to all t :=:; B . Due to the presence of an EMM 
and associated numeraire every discount bond divided by the numeraire is a 
martingale. Thus 
Dm = EQ [Dr,r, 1Ft] = EQ [- 1-lFt] 
Nt Nr; Nr, 
(24) 
To show that this holds for points outside our discretization points define 
Ti+l- t t- Ti 
Nt(xt) = Ti+I-TiNr;(xrJ + 7i+I-7iNr,+1 (xri+1 ) (25) 
for 7i :=:; t :=:; 7i+I and T0 = 0. This is a linear interpolation between the 
numeraire values. We could also use the interpolation 
Dot - Dor,+I 
Dor; - Dori+I 
1 
(26) 
This provides us with a continuous semi-martingale with a known law. The 
law is known as we have the functional form of Nr; ( xr,) for all i under the 
measure Q. We now define a numeraire model. Let S denote the time of 
the last relevant payment and Tn+l denote the terminal time in our model. 
Define 
Dts(xt) = Nt(xt)EQ ( Nstxs) 1Ft) 
for 0 :=:; t :=:; S :=:; Tn+l and 
(27) 
(28) 
for 0 :=:; t :=:; Tn+l :=:; S. Extending the model deterministically for Tn+l :=:; t :=:; 
S using 
(29) 
completes the model. Note that we use the numeraire, Nt(xt) as defined until 
the terminal time and then use the unit numeraire thereafter. 
13The equations are exactly as in the reference except for a few typographical errors 
that were corrected. 
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Nt(xt) is not adapted to the filtration generated by the process x, and is 
therefore never Markov. This is not a problem as this section describes and 
arbitrage-free term structure that is consistent with the Markov-Functional 
model, and not a Markov-Functional arbitrage-free term structure model. 
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5 The Libor Markov-Functional model under 
the terminal measure 
5.1 A formal definition of the model 
This section draws from Hunt et al [10] and Fries and Rott [7]. For notational 
convenience let ~ be a numerical parameter denoting a state of the Markov 
process i.e. ~ = xr , ( w) at time ~ in state w. 
The model framework does not specify what the functional forms of the 
numeraire are in the interior of the boundary curve. These functional forms 
must be obtained by calibrating to the market. Here we calibrate to the 
Libor market. 
The ith forward Libor rate, where i is the time index, counting from time 
T0 , available at t ime ~, in state ~ is defined as 
(30) 
Our numeraire at time Ti , corresponding to the terminal measure Q, and 
state ~ is defined as 
(31) 
In the model framework we specified that the numeraire is a deterministic 
function of the Markov process , XT;. The Lib or rate is thus also a determin-
istic function of the Markov process due to the above equation. The Libor 
rate is related to the numeraire by 
1 
(32) 
Note the expectation contains a numeraire as a function of xri+l instead of~­
This is because ~ is the known state that the process is currently in. In the 
expectation, xr,+ 1 denotes the Markov process which is the relevant random 
variable. Also note that our conditioning is on (Ti , 0 , which is a state of the 
Markov process as defined at the beginning of this section. 
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Solving for the numeraire we obtain 
(33) 
If we had the function ~ f--t L~] ( ~) we would be able to calculate the func-
tional form of Nr; ( ~) from Nri+ 1 ( 0 . This is because we can calculate the 
expectation in the denominator as we know the law of the Markov process . 
We start the iterative procedure with Nrn+l (xrn+l) = 1. 
Thus all that remains is to specify the law of the Markov process and the 
function ~ f--t L~] (O. The law of the Markov process is specified using 
volatility considerations discussed in section 10. The function is calculated 
numerically. 
5.2 The theory behind the numerical calculation of the 
functional form of the numeraire 
This section draws from Hunt et al [10], Fries and Rott [7] and Pelsser [13]. 
The single payoff, and hence the market price at the time that the payoff 
occurs, of a digital caplet in arrears on Lr;_
1
, with strike K and fixing date 
Ti , is given by 
Vmarket (,.,-,) 1 ·d . ,.,-, K T .Li = L(i- l )>K pa1 at time .Li 
' t- 1 Ti-l-
(34) 
where 1x::;o:y = 1 if x 2:: y and zero otherwise. We now make the assumption 
that the function ~ f--t L(Ti- l, 0 is monotone and increasing in ~· This 
ensures that 
(35) 
for a unique K (i)(x*). For a fixed x* E JR., the model payoff of a digital caplet 
in arrears on L~;~ ~)' settled at Ti with strike L~;~~)(x*) is given by 
(36) 
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Note that the model payoff is a function of x* only and not L~;~~)(x*). Using 
the fundamental pricing theorem we obtain 
Nr0 EQ ( ~;~t~) IFo) (37) 
= Nr0 EQ (~~t~) I(To, xo)) (38) 
We do not need L~;~~) (x*) to calculate the right hand side of equation (38) as 
our numeraire is a function of only LW(O. To proceed iteratively backwards 
through time we will require the values of L~;~~)(x) for all x in the next it-
eration i.e. we require the functional form of L~;~~)((). The left hand side 
of equation (38) depends on L~;~ !)(x*). Thus we can calculate the value of 
L~;~~) (x*) in this step by equating the model price, which is the right hand 
side of the equation, with the market price and solve the left hand side of 
the equation for L~;~!)(x*) . Doing this for all x* E JR. will provide us with 
the required function. 
We set 
V:J:?Odel(T,) = vmarket(T,) 
X ,T,_ l 0 K,T, _ l 0 (39) 
in order to ensure that the model is calibrated to the market . We calculate 
the functional form of the Libor rate by solving for the market strike K in 
this equation. Solving gives us K = Lr;_
1 
(x*) which provides us with 
(40) 
due to equation (35) . In summary the mapping procedure, depicted in Figure 
3, is 
• We calculate the model price corresponding to x* by integrating over 
the relevant distribution (which will be defined to be the Normal dis-
tribution) from x* to infinity. 
• We find the market price that is equal to the model price. 
• We find the strike that corresponds to this market price. 
• The value of this strike is the value of the Libor rate corresponding to 
x*. 
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Mapping from x to L(x) 
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Figure 3: The mapping from x* to L(x*). We start on the top left with by 
calculating the model price as the Gaussian integral above x*. The mapping 
procedure is depicted by the dotted blue line. We follow this line to find the 
corresponding market price of a digital caplet. This provides us with a strike 
which is the Lib or rate that we seek corresponding to x*. Doing this for all 
x* provides us with the functional form. Figure adapted from Fries and Rott 
[7] . 
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5.3 Formulae for numerically calculating the functional 
form of the numeraire 
The above gave a theoretical description of how one use backward induction 
to obtain the functional form of the numeraire inside the grid. Here we draw 
on Hunt et al. [10] and explain, including all the steps and formulae , exactly 
how one would go about finding the functional form. So far we have 
1. A set of forward Libor rates at time T0 , L~~ , i = 1, 2, .. . , n 
2. A numeraire, DtTn+l , with the corresponding terminal measure, Q. 
For consistency with Black's Formula for caplets, we assume that the forward 
LIBOR rate, L~n), defined in equation (30) , is a log-normal martingale under 
the terminal measure Q. So 
dL(n) _ (n)L(n)dW, t - CTt t t ( 41) 
where W is standard Brownian motion under the terminal measure and CT~n) 
is the determinist ic volatility. Solving gives us 
where 
(42) 
The boundary curve is trivial and has the terminal time Tn+l and the bound-
ary time Tn, which correspond to Sand Bin the framework respectively. We 
now define the functional forms of our PDB prices on the boundary. We have 




( ) 1 { Tn 
1 + O:nLon exp( -2 J o (CT~n)) 2du + xrJ 
The numeraire is defined as the PDB price Nr; (xrJ = Dr;Tn+l (xrJ and is 
thus already specified on the boundary. Next we need to obtain the func-
tional form of the numeraire inside the boundary curve. We obtain this by 
calibrating to the market prices of caplets which is the same as calibrating to 
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the market price of digital caplets. Calibrating to digital caplets and caplets 
is equivalent as we are using the Black formula to obtain the implied volatil-
ity. The Black implied volatility for a digital caplet and a caplet is the same, 
else arbitrage would exist . The model value at t ime zero of the ith digital 
caplet is, from equation (38) 
v,(i) model(K ) = D ( )EQ [ D T;T;+i (xTJ 1 . ] (44) 0 ToTn+i Xo D ( ) (L(') (xr )> K) 
T;Tn+i XT; T, ' 
Assume now that the market value is given by Black's formula 14 . The price 
of a digital caplet in arrears on LW, settled at Ti+1 with strike K is 
(i) (i) 
V0 (K) = DToT;+1 (xo)<I>(d2 ) (45) 
(i) 
h d(i) _ log(L0 / K) _ ~ (i) rrr; were 2 - O"(i)~ 20" V1i 
(46) 
and <I> is t he standard Normal cumulative distribution and O"(i) is the market 
quoted volatility of the Libor rate for the ith t ime period. Now define 
l o(i)(x*) = N ( )EQ [DT;Ti+ 1 (xTJ 1 · ] To Xo D ( ) xr; >x 
T;Tn+i XT; 
(47) 
N ( )EQ [EQ [ D Ti+iTi+i (xTi+i) IF ] 1 ] To Xo D ( ) T; xr .>x• 
T;+JTn+i XTi+i ' 
N T0 (Xo) 1
00 [100 D 1 ( )<Pxri+1 ixr;=v (u)du] <Pxr; (v)dv 
x• -oo Ti+iTn+i U 
where <Pxr is the transition density function of XT;, which in this case is 
Gaussian ~ith zero mean and the variance as defined by t he equation gov-
erning the Markov Process. <Pxri+l lxr;=v is the t ransition density of XTi+l 
given XT; = v. In this case, <Pxri+
1
1xr; is the Normal density with mean v and 
variance JJi+ 1 (0"in)) 2ds . 
J~i) (x*) can be interpreted as the model price of a digital caplet settled at 
'Ii+1 with strike LW(x*). Recall equation (35) which links the Markov pro-
cess with the Libor rates and strikes. We need to find the strike K so that 
the values of our model and the market match i. e we must find 
L~](x*) = Kmarket = K (i)(x*) 
(48) 
14 Note t hat we could have used any monotone continuous price vs strike and volatility 
curve. The Black formula is a natural choice. Changing this choice will result in different 
formulae to numerica lly calculate t he functional form of t he numeraire. 
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where the market strike, K(il(x*) is found from 
( 49) 
Thus we invert the market price given by the Black formula, equation (45), 
to solve for the strike, K . 
~) w V0 (K) = Dr0ri+ 1 (xo)<I>(d2 ) 
~ d~t} = <I>-1 ---"-0 --
. ( v,(i}market ) 
DroTn+l 
~ log(Lg) / K) _ ~(j(i} ~ = <I>_1 ( Jcii)(x*) ) 
(}(t} ..,fT;, 2 DroTn+I (xo) 
~ K = Lg)exp [-~((j(i})2Ti- (j(i}~<I>-1 ( Jcii}(x*) ) ] 
2 Dr0 Ti+ 1 (xo) 
~ L~)(x*) = Lbi)exp [-~((j(i})27i- (j(i)~<I>-1 ( Jcii)(x*) ) ](50) 
' 2 Dr0 Ti+ 1 (xo) 
From this rate we calculate the functional form of ~ f---t Dr;Tn+l ( 0 using 
which allows us to calculate J6il(x*) for our next iteration (where j = i -1). 
Note that 
Dr;Ti+1 ( xrJ 
Dr;T,.+ 1 (xrJ 
is the inner integral in J(x*) which we have calculated already. 
5.4 Market completeness and pricing standards 
(52) 
By using this method, we now only need the market volatilities for every 
strike. These need to be obtained from the market at discrete intervals, but 
these discretization points are unknown as we are solving for the strike on 
which the volatility depends in the presence of a skew. We will only obtain 
volatilities for a specific set of times and strikes and thus we need to fill in 
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the missing values. Interpolation between specific times can be done using 
a volatility model or making an assumption that the volatility curve fol-
lows some smooth function. Linear interpolation seems to be the most used 
method in the li terature. Using volatility models allows us to have robust 
theory supporting our non-existent market prices, rather than interpolating 
amongst prices and hoping for the best . The models considered so far as-
sume that we have a constant volatility at each time. We need to select which 
volatility to use e.g. at-the-money. Calibration to a smile is considered in 
section 7. 
This method also has the advantage that it allows us to incorporate our 
views into the model. If we believe that the market has incorrectly priced 
the volatility then we can adjust for our beliefs. This is an important part of 
the practical application of the model as experience and different views need 
to be incorporated. 
This approach assumes that the Black '76 formula is the market standard for 
pricing interest rate derivatives which are quoted as volatilities. If this is not 
the case then we cannot invert our strike using equation (50) directly. We 
have two possible options. The first is to adjust the model for the market 
standard which may not be easy to invert . However, this may not provide 
us with an internally consistent model as we have assumed a log-normal Li-
bor rate at our terminal time. The second is to calculate the market price, 
solve for the implied Black volatility and use that . This may now be 'exter-
nally ' inconsistent as our numeraire's assumptions outside the boundary are 
incorrect. These considerations are discussed in detail in section 7. 
5.5 Scope of use of the model 
Note that this model is now calibrated to caplets. We should only price 
caplet based products15 on this. If we wanted to price swaptions, we need to 
calibrate this model to swaps. There does not seem to be any discussion in the 
literature of what happens when one calibrates to caplets and prices swaps. 
We have therefore calibrated to caplets and priced a Bermudan swaption in 
section 17.1.3 and analyzed the results. 
15Products that can be expressed as a function of caplets e.g. caps 
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6 The Markov-Functional swap model under 
the terminal measure 
This model is very similar to the Libor model although we work with swap 
rates rather than with Libor rates. The formal definition and theory behind 
numerically calculating the functional form of the numeraire are only minor 
deviations from the Libor model. For the remainder of the section we provide 
the formulae and explanations thereof required to numerically calculate the 
functional form. 
This section draws from Hunt et al [10] and Pelsser [13]. Again, we use 
the pure discount bond, Dr;Tn+!, as our numeraire. The driving Markov pro-
cess, the boundary and the functional form of the numeraire on the boundary 
curve is defined as in the Libor Markov-Functional model. The definition of 
the numeraire on the boundary makes sense as our last forward par swap 
rate, for the period [Tn, Tn+1], is the forward Libor rate for that period. The 
functional form of the numeraire is not the same as in the Libor model and 
we will need to find it . All the other assumpt ions and properties of the 
Markov-Functional framework remain unchanged. 
Let y¥) denote the ith forward par swap rate, at time Tj :::; 7i, which sets on 
1 
date Ti and has coupons payable on dates Ti+1, ... , Tn+l· Define the present 
value per basis point (PVBP) at time t, in state Xt, for the ith forward period 
as 
n 
pti(xt ) = L ajDt,Ti+ 1 (xt) 
j=i 
(53) 
where aj = Tj+l - Tj. The model value at time T0 for a digital swaption 
with strike K and par swap rate y~; is, by the fundamental pricing theorem 
v;(i) model(K) = D ( )EQ T; Xr; 1 . 
[ 
p,(i) ( ) l 
0 OTn+! Xo D ( ) y(•)(xr. )>K 
T;Tn+! Xr; T, ' 
(54) 
Assume that volatility quotes are converted to price quotes by using the 
Black formula16 . The market price at T0 of a digital swaption on the ith par 
swap rate, settled at 1i with strike K is thus 
(55) 
16In other words , we assume that the Black formula is the market standard metric to 




d(i) _ log(y0 /k) _ ~ -(i)Vi 
2 - (j(i)vr: 20" t (56) 
and where a-(i) is t he respective market quoted volatility and <I> is the standard 
Normal cumulative distribution function. Now define 
Dri+1r i(xr;+J, j > i is known from the previous steps and we start with 
Drn+l Tn+l = 1. 
Similarly to the Lib or model we assume that ~ ~----+ y~} ( ~) is monotonic and 
increasing in f This allows us to set the identity 
(58) 
for a unique K(i) (x*). J~i)(x*) can be interpreted as the model price of a 
digital swaption on the ith forward par swap rate, settled at time ~ with 
strike y~}(x*). By finding the market strike that equates our market price and 
model price struck at y~} ( x*) we can obtain the functional form of~ ~----+ y~} ( ~). 




in order to calibrate to the market. This provides us with the functional 
form by solving for K in the Black formula, equation (55). Similarly to the 
Libor model, inverting Black's formula for K = y~} results in 
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We then calculate the discount factor using 
( 
(") ) -1 (i) Pr: (xrJ 
Dr;,Tn+I (xrJ = 1 + Yr; (xrJ D ( ) 
T;Tn+l Xr, 




is the inner integral in J(x*) which we have already calculated. 
(62) 
(63) 
When coding this one should take care with the PVBP's. In equation (57) 
we use PJ,!~ 1 • Note that the index of the subscript and superscript no longer 
match. This is the PVBP at time Ti+l for time ~- This therefore includes 
the current payment at time ~+1· Thus we have 
(i) (i+l) 
Pri+l = Pri+l + 1 · ai = PVBP(~H) + a i (64) 
6.1 The displaced diffusion swap M arkov-Functional 
model 
Displaced diffusion dynamics are designed to be able to fit a volatility skew. 
Pietersz and Pelsser [14] provide a swap Markov-Functional model in a dis-
placed diffusion model setting which we will present here. The notation is 
defined in the same way as the swap model. Note that ai denotes the volatil-
ity of the swap rate, y~i). The displaced diffusion dynamics are those of 
Rubinstein [15] and are 
Y
(i) _ y'(i) _ r · 
t - t t) (65) 
where dWt denotes Brownian motion under the terminal measure and ri is the 
displacement parameter which is calculated from the market prices. Fitting 
to the skew will be done by fitting the displaced diffusion model formula for 
an option price to the observed market prices. A least squares fit can then 
be obtained. This has the solution 
(i) ( (i) ) [ TU 1 2 ] Yt = -ri + Yo + ri exp ai vv t - 2ai t 
The value of a digital swaption on rate y~] with strike K is given by 
V
0







l Yo + ri og K 
d~i) = + r i - ~a(i) ~ 
aiVT: 2 
(68) 





and our inversion equation becomes 




r(i) ( *) ) l 
Yr; = -ri + Yo + ri exp -- ai Ti- aiy'li<P ---:,.(•.,..)-'-
2 P0 (x0 ) 
(70) 
These are the only changes that need to be made to the original model. 
Pietersz and Pel ser [14] implement the displaced diffusion model and find 
the following: the displaced diffusion model fits market volatility well for at-
the-money (ATM) and out-the-money (OTM) options but fits in-the-money 
(ITM) options poorly with underfitting errors of up to 21% in their example. 
These errors are solely due to the displaced diffusion, and not the Markov-
Functional model (or Lib or Market model) that they implement. 
Pietersz and Pelsser [14] implement the following models for their comparison 
• The Markov-Functional model using the volatility at the strike price. 
• The Markov-Functional model using the ATM volatility. 
• The displaced diffusion Markov-Functional model. 
• The Separable Market Model (SMM) . 
They find that a 10% change17 in the mean reversion parameter of the 
Markov-Functional model is equal to a 1% parallel volatility shift. For ATM 
volatilities, the difference in Vega due to the smile corresponds to a parallel 
17Which they mention is a rather large figure in the market 
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volatility shift that ranges from 5.4% to -0.9%. For per strike volatilities18 , 
this difference ranges from -7.9% to 1%. Also note that the model is under-
fitting the market , meaning that the effect is actually larger. It would thus 
seem that the effect of the volatility smile is much more significant than the 
effect of mean reversion. 
7 The volatility smile 
Other than the displaced diffusion model, all the models have implicitly as-
sumed that there is no volatility smile or skew by using the Black formula, 
with constant volatility, to calculate market prices. With the exception of 
the displaced diffusion, no papers have considered the impact of the smile on 
pricing or provided formulae to calibrate in the presence of a smile. Hunt and 
Kennedy [11] note that one of the strengths of Markov-Functional models is 
that they can easily calibrate to a smile. This is a very important consider-
ation in currencies where there is a large smile/skew 19 . Modelling the rates 
using a log-normal assumption as we have done above is inadequate in these 
situations. 
To clarify, in equations (61) and (50) we calibrated to the market by in-
verting the Black formula using a constant market quoted volatility which 
is independent of the strike. We cannot simply substitute a series of differ-
ent market volatilities in those equations due to the considerations discussed 
below, which must be taken into account in order to use a strike dependent 
volatility. The considerations are 
• Consistency of the model inside the boundary curve with the model 
definitions outside of the boundary curve. This includes considering 
models such as the displaced diffusion model which ensure this consis-
tency. 
• Changing t he boundary curve so that there is no need for this consis-
tency. 
• Interpreting the Black formula as a metric and why this is consistent 
with the other assumptions made. 
• Dealing with strike dependent volatility as we are solving for the strike. 
18These are the volatilities at different strikes. 
19Hunt and Kennedy [11] mention that the Yen has a large skew. 
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We saw in the displaced diffusion model that only two things changed when 
we changed the model to calibrate to a skew: the formula to obtain market 
prices and the functional form of the PDB for times outside of the boundary 
curve. There are two routes that can be followed to calibrate to a smile. 
1. Develop or use a model that incorporates 'smile' dynamics such as the 
displaced diffusion model and incorporate this model in the specifica-
tion of the Markov-Functional model. 
2. Change the definition of the boundary so that we will not have incon-
sistent prices and calibrate to prices calculated in an arbitrary manner. 
The first method was applied in section 6.1. It has the advantage that we 
have a pricing formula consistent with the smile and that we have consis-
tency with the functional form assumed outside the model boundary. The 
second method is discussed here. Recall assumption (2) in the framework of 
the model: 
The PDB prices are of the form: Dts Dts(xt), 0 < t < as < S for 
some boundary curve 88 : [0, S] ---> [0, S] 
This assumption only requires us to specify the functional form of the PDB 
for Dst(xs), B ~ t ~ S for reasons discussed in section 4. If we haveS> B 
then we need to specify a functional form that is consistent with the rest 
of our model as we did in the Libor model. If we define B so that B = S 
then the only specification required is D BB ( x B) = 1. This means that we do 
not need a market pricing formula that is consistent with our assumptions 
outside of the boundary as we do not make any assumptions outside of our 
boundary. This leaves only the method to interpolate between various mar-
ket prices. 
If we had a cont inuum, or a least a very fine grid , of market prices, this 
next step would not be necessary. We would numerically calculate the strike 
that corresponded to a specific option price. In practice, we will only have 
a few prices and need to interpolate between them. We assumed that the 
quoted market price and quoted volatility are equivalent due to the use of 
the Black '76 formula. This assumption can be changed with ease to suit the 
market at hand. 
We could use the Black formula for interpolation between prices at differ-
ent strikes by interpolating between the quoted volatilities and calculate the 
corresponding continuum of market prices. Although this seems inconsistent 
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Figure 4: Interpolation between prices using volatility interpolation and the 
Black formula to move between different 'worlds' 
with the Black formula20 it is not. This is because Black formula is not our 
pricing model but rather a way of converting quoted volatilities into prices. 
In other words, t he Black formula is now a metric. By selecting the correct 
boundary curve, there are no assumptions in our model that require us to 
use the Black formula. This means that it can be seen as an interpolation 
tool. Instead of interpolating between prices directly, we move to a simpler 
'world ', interpolate between volatilities and move back to the 'price world '21 . 
The Black formula is the door between the 'worlds'. Note that this approach 
of 'playing with the equations' is not consistent with the underlying assump-
tions of the Black model. Figure 4 illustrates this. 
The Black form la can be inverted to find the strike price as a function 
of the model price by equating the formula's price and the model price. The 
volatility may d pend on the strike. The volatility could be represented by a 
parameterized function such as a polynomial. Parameterization should not 
pose a problem as the form of the volatility smile is typically simple. This 
parameterized formula should be put in place of the volatility in the inverting 
equation. In some cases the strike could be found numerically, but in others 
20 The Black model assumes that volatility is constant aL different strikes. 
21 This concept is similar to using Fourier transforms for integrating. 
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it could be found analytically. 
As a simple example, we assume that we can calibrate volatility to the 
smile/skew by using 
(71) 
where K is the strike and ai, i = 0, 1, 2 are calculated parameters. The Black 




This equation cannot be analytically inverted and would need to be solved 
numerically. i.e. solve for K in 
(74) 
Also note that there could be up to four roots. We would need to select the 
correct one and ensure that the strikes generated, i.e. the roots selected, are 
consistent and smooth with each other. Most notably, we need to ensure that 
the functional fo rm of the modelled rate is still monotonic and increasing as 
assumed. 
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8 Specific models under the spot measure 
8.1 The Libor Markov-Functional model in the spot 
measure 
So far all the models have been derived under the terminal measure. This 
has allowed us to avoid path dependency of the numeraire and exploit the 
Markovian nature of the model to its fullest. Spot measure models provide 
an alternative approach. Note that the assumptions and theory of the model 
framework remai unchanged even though we have a different numeraire and 
associated measure. 
Spot measure models are important for the following reasons. Fries and 
Rott [7], mention that certain products are best priced under an appropriate 
measure change. A certain measure is chosen in order to simplify the pricing. 
Market conventions will dictate which measure is more appropriate. Both 
the spot and terminal measure models can be calibrated to relevant products, 
although it will be more difficult if the inappropriate measure is chosen. The 
spot measure turns out to be the natural measure for the three-factor cross 
currency model. 
Spot measure models have a different interpretation of the time horizon than 
terminal measur models. The reason for this is that we are moving forward 
through time, starting at T0 , instead of backwards from some set point. To 
start our recursive procedure we need the values of our PDB's on the bound-
ary. As we are st rting at time zero, we need only the values of the PDB 's at 
time zero. These PDB's expire at times ranging from T0 till Tn+l , so in this 
sense, there is still a boundary curve similar to the terminal measure models. 
This section describes the model as found in Fries and Rott [7]. The spot 
measure, Q0 , is the measure associated with the numeraire 
(75) 
This is a product of repeated investments, which in the continuous case would 
be an integral, but here it is the product of the shortest bonds in our time 
grid. This numeraire fits into the Markov-Functional framework as follows: 




This leads us to a path dependent numeraire as NT, depends on all previous 
rates and hence on all the previous xT, . Our numeraire, NT, is clearly FT,_ 1 
measurable. The path dependency would appear to make our computations 
inefficient , but this problem can be mitigated and will be discussed in section 
14.4.3. 
We use a forward induction procedure to calculate the functional form of 
the Libor rate. We have NTo = 1 so we now need to define the forward 
induction step. Let VT, (Tk) be the value at time Tk of a product with a 
time T i+l value VT,+J (LTJ depending only on LT, . Using the principle of risk 
neutral valuation, the value is 
VT,,K(To) = 
Define our derivative payout function , paid at time 7iH , equal to 
1 + LT, (Ti+l - 7i) 
0 
if LT, - K > 0 
else 
(77) 
This can be seen as a portfolio of a caplet and a digital caplet or as a digital 
caplet in arrears. Equation (77) becomes 
(78) 
due to the FT,_ 1 measurability of NT,· We assume that the functional form 
of the Libor rate 
(79) 




The inner expectation in equation (78) becomes 
E (VT;,K(Ti) IF ) 
N 
T, _ i 
T; 
E Qo (lLT; (xT; )>K I Fr;-J) 
E Qo (lLT; (xT;)>KI (Ti-l ' ~)) 
EQ0 (1xT;>x·I(Ti-l > ~)) 













where ¢(J.L, O") is the standard Normal probability density function and ¢xT;ixT;_
1 
is the density of the Markov process conditioned on the state xr;_
1
• Our Libor 
rate maps to the Markov process in the same way as the terminal measure 
models. Equation (80) links the market strikes to the Libor rates. The ex-
pectation is thus a conditional Gaussian integral of an indicator function due 
to the definition of Markov process. To get the value at time zero we take 
the expectation 
= (87) 
where <Pxr. is the unconditional density of the Markov Process. We cannot 
represent this expectation by a Gaussian integral over the inner integral as 
we did in the terminal measure model. The reason for this is that we have 
path dependence. Instead we must use the tower law. 
EQo [VT;,K('Ii - 1) IFo] (88) 
Nr,_i 
E Qo [ EQo (lLT; (xT;)-K} 1Fr;_ 1 ) IFo J (89) 
E Qo ( EQo [ EQ0 (1LT,(xT,)-KIFr,_J ~T; IFr,_ 2 ] IFo) (90) 
EQ0 (EQo .... (EQ0 (EQ0 (1LT,(xT,) - KIFr,_ 1 ) ~T; 1Fr,_2 ) 1 ... )1 ... ) IFo) (91) 
Thus we work iteratively back through time. We can do this as we know the 
functional form of the numeraire at all the previous steps. 
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Note that in a practical implementation this is quite different to the terminal 
measure: in the terminal measure the outer expectation could be calculated 
in one step due to the Markovian nature of the numeraire. Here we need to 
proceed iteratively backwards through time. Efficient methods for calculat-
ing this expectation are dealt with in section 14.4.3. 
Once we have this expectation we find the market strike, K~)(x*), which 
corresponds to this price. We do this for all the x* 's and proceed forwards 
through time. 
We will need a continuum, or at least a very fine grid, of market prices 
to find the corresponding strike. This means that we will need to interpolate 
between the actual market prices for various strikes. This could be done in a 
similar fashion to the terminal measure model: we interpolate between prices 
by using volatility interpolation and calculate the prices using the Black '76 
formula. This allows calibration to a volatility skew or smile. 
8.2 Relating the spot and terminal measure models 
This section draws on Fries and Rott [7]. In the continous case, the spot and 
terminal measure models are equivalent by a change of numeraire. However, 
in the discrete case, the spot and terminal measure models are not equivalent 
although one would initially suspect that they are by a change of numeraire. 
The reason for the non-equivalence is the fact that we are working in dis-
crete time and the drift process that links the two measures via a Girsanov 
transformation c nnot be discretized. Allowing this drift process to be a 
continuous process induces path dependency in the driving process which is 
a very undesirable characteristic. This means that we cannot use the same 
functionals for the spot and terminal measure by changing the respective 
driving process and measure. This is explained formally below. 
Suppose that we have numeraires N and M with associated EMM's QN 





is our Fri+ 1-measurable change of numeraire integration kernel. To prove by 
contradiction that V cannot remain the same under a change of numeraire 
in discrete time, assume that V, N and M are all functions of our Markov 
process and that the functional form of V does not change under the new 
measure. Our Euler discretization of the Markov process is 
Xr; + a(Ti)~WT;,T;+ 1 under QN 
Xr, + p,(Ti, Xyi+ 1 )~~ + a(~)~WT;,Ti+ 1 under QM 
where~(~) = ~+1- ~ and the additional drift term is due to the change in 




If we let Vr, be a bond maturing at time Tn+l and consider the equations 
at time Tn we can see that p,(~, xrJ is determined by Cr,,T;+I· If we hold 
p, fixed, equation (95) cannot hold for general functions V. The reason for 
this is that when we change the numeraire over a discrete time step we get 
a change in the conditional probability distribution which cannot necessarily 
be accounted for by a shift in the mean as J/+M p,(t)dt is not Ft previsible. 
i.e. Girsanov's theorem can't be extended to this discrete time situation 
as we do not have infinitesimal time steps. The solution is to have a path 
dependent drift 
(96) 
under QM which will work as we now do have infinitesimal time steps. This 
is just another way of phrasing Girsanov's theorem. The other solution is 
to recalculate the functional under the new measure. Another way of seeing 
this problem is that our model is arbitrage-free in continuous time but our 
discrete time approximation is not. This is the reason for developing an arbi-
trage free model in discrete time for the multi-factor case which is discussed 
in section 9. 
22See Girsanov's t heorem (2.8) 
23 i.e. writing out all the relevant information that the filtration contains, which is the 
Markov process under the corresponding measure 
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When we calculate different functional forms for the two different measures 
the transitional distributions will differ between the spot and the terminal 
measure resulting in different option prices for options that are path depen-
dent. 
8.3 Which model is appropriate 
The terminal measure and spot measure models give different prices. Both 
the models are arbitrage free and use the same framework and thus they are 
both appropriate. The reason for the difference in the prices is that we are 
using a single factor model which can only calibrate to a single distribution. 
Therefore we cannot calibrate to all the marginal distributions. Both the 
models approximate the marginal distributions differently. Certain products 
such as Bermudan swaptions are dependent on the marginal distributions 
resulting in different prices when we have different marginal distributions. 
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9 Multi Factor Markov-Functional Models 
9.1 A two factor Markov-Functional model 
The following section presents the two factor Markov-Functional model as 
found in Fries and Rott [7]. Intermediate workings and explanations have 
been added . 
Heuristically, the model works as follows: we are interested in calculating 
the price of a derivative based on a foreign bond. We have two factors and 
hence there are two Markov processes, one which has a non-zero determin-
istic drift. One factor drives the domestic bond and the other drives the 
foreign exchange rate. We are working under a single EMM24 Q with asso-
ciated numeraire N. We calibrate our model by selecting a functional form 
of the domestic bond and the foreign exchange rate. The functional form of 
the domestic bond is calculated in exactly the same way as the single factor 
model, without regard to the second factor. We then assume that the foreign 
exchange rate and the domestic bond are independent and that the foreign 
bond is deterministic. It will become necessary to determine a relation be-
tween the functional form of the foreign exchange rate and the drift of the 
associated driving Markov process. By using the identity 
foreign bond = domestic bond x forex rate (97) 
and rearranging equations we can find the relation between the drift of the 
process driving the foreign exchange rate and the functional form of the forex 
rate. We then calibrate by selecting or calculating a functional and calculat-
ing the drift. 





J.L(t, x , y)dt + ay(t)dW2 (98) 
with the assumption of independent increments so that < dW1 , dW2 >= 0. 
ax(t), ay(t) and J.L(t, x, y) are deterministic functions. We have added the 
drift in the equation of dy due to change in numeraire considerations. We 
will be calibrating to two different markets and hence require the addition of 
a drift term to be able to use a single measure and numeraire25 . 
24 Any EMM, thi could be the terminal or spot measure 
25See Girsanov's theorem (2 .8) 
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Note that in thi model we do require the functional forms of the foreign 
exchange rate and the domestic bond under the same measure in order to be 
able to calculate expectations. 
There are two routes that can be followed in order to make the model arbi-
trage free: the first is to derive an arbitrage free model in continuous time 
and then approximate this by using a discrete version which will then only 
be arbitrage fre to the extent that our approximation is accurate26 . The 
reason for the simple27 approximation not being perfectly accurate is that 
we have non-linear drift in they term. Previously, this was not a problem as 
we had zero drift . Section 8.2 shows why this non-linear drift is a problem 
due to the discretization. 
The second route is to derive an arbitrage free model in discrete time. We 
will therefore focus on making the discrete time model arbitrage free. The 
discretization of our Markov processes gives us 
6.xri- l = O"x,i- 1 J 6.Ti-16.W1 
6.yr;_ 1 J.L(Ti - 1, Xr;_ 1, Yr;_J6.Ti-1 + ay,i- 1 J 6.Ti- 16.W2 (99) 
where 6.Wi, i = 1, 2, are independently distributed N(O, 1) and 
1 1T; 
O"j,i-1 = 6.T aJ(t)dt, j = x , y 
t-1 T;- 1 
(100) 
The approximations of x0 + J0T; dx and similarly for y are 
Xro xo 
YTo = Yo 
Xr; Xri-1 + 6.xri- l 
YT; Yri- 1 + 6.yri- l (101) 
Define Dr;,Ti+ 1 as the value of a foreign pure discount bond at time 1i which 
pays out at time Ti+1 · Define F Xr; as the foreign exchange rate in units of 
local currency per foreign currency at time Ti. Our numeraire, Nr;, which 
is a function of the Markov process is defined as in the single factor case. 
26The approximat ion can be made exact , but this requires a state dependent drift which 
is computationally intensive 
27 Linear drift approximation 
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Calibration is done as if we were only considering a single factor and we 
must therefore only consider the calibration of the second factor . We have 
F Xr;Dr;r;+ 1 
Nr; 
(102) 
Using the assumption that the interest rates and the foreign exchange rates 
are independent over each time step we obtain 
F X r}Jr;Ti+l 
Nr; 
Now we divide this equation by 
and obtain 
F Xr}Jr;Ti+l = EQ [F X . IF] 




Next, as in the one dimensional case, we make the assumption that F Xrk 
is a function of Yrk only. Writing equation (105) in terms of the functional 
form we obtain 
(106) 
We denote E Q by Et!.Yr; when the expectation contains only the y terms. 
This is done because the calculation of the expectation of the random vari-
able YT;+1 = Yr; + .6.yr; conditioned on a particular state, Yr; =~requires only 
the distribution of .6.yr; (~). Loosely speaking, the functional form depends 
only on the distribution of the increment. Similarly, this is done for x and 
for the combination of x and y in expectation. 
This equation (106) is very important. It gives us the relation between the 
functional form of the FX rate, ~ f--+ F Xr; ( ~), and the specification (J.L , ay) of 
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the transition probability, fly(~). Thus specifying the functional form and 
the underlying volatility, ay, will give us the no arbitrage drift, p,, according 
to equation (106). Alternatively we can specify the drift and calculate the 
functional form. If we choose to do this, setting the terminal functional form 
will specify all the functional forms for times prior to the terminal time. This 
is therefore not done. 
All that remains is the calibration framework. There are two methods to 
calibrate the model: the first is to choose a specific functional form and cal-
ibrate the model by selecting the volatility ay,i and implying the drift. This 
allows us to, in some instances, calculate analytical formulae for the drift. 
The second is to choose the functional form at each time step, given our 
implied market volatility and then calculate the drift according to equation 
(106) . This allows for a full calibration of a volatility smile, but clearly will 
have additional computational costs due to the calculation of the no-arbitrage 
drift. 
9.2 Calibrating the two-factor model with indepen-
dent increments 
This section draws from Fries and Rott [7]. The model price of a foreign 
exchange (FX) option struck at time ~ and strike K is 
V,T; ,K (T,) 
FXOption ° 
N Ee:.x~~ .e:.y~~ [(FXT;(YTJ-K)+I(T, )] 
To 1\T ( ) o,xo,Yo 1VT; XT; 
(107) 
N EC:.x~~ .C:.yro [EC:.x~~ , C:.yro ( (FXT;(yrJ- K)+I(T. )) I(T, )] To 1\T ( ) 1-l,XTi- 1>YTi- 1 o,Xo ,Yo 1VT; XT; 
by the tower law. We calibrate by moving forward in time and thus have 
FXT;_ 1 and a(Tj , y) for T1 < ~- 1 from our previous calibration. Now con-
sider 
(108) 
where ~ and 1.1 denote states relating to Xt ( 0 and Yt ( v) for relevant t. The 
expectations with respect to flx and fly can be denoted by expectations 
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with respect to ax,i-1\/ 6.Ti_16. W1 and ay,i-1\/ 6-Ti-16. W2 respectively, due 
to the discretizat ion in equation (99) . We can split the expectation as the 
marginal distributions are independent of each other with known laws. 
The addition of the drift term to the information we condition on when 
we split the expectation can be explained by recalling equation (99): the 
process for the increment in YT; has an additional drift term. This needs to 
be included in the information on which we are conditioning. An alternative 
way of seeing this is that we need to change the drift term (which was previ-
ously zero) when we want to change the measure28 . We changed the measure 
in such a way that both the expectations can be taken with respect to Q. 
Suppose that the backward transition probabilities are known for time Ti-l to 
time T0 . We calculate our model prices for fixed states, v* and map this back 
to the strike price of the option in the market to obtain v ~----+ F Xr, ( v) and 
proceed iteratively forward through time, similarly to the Markov-Functional 
model under the spot measure. We don't have to consider ~ ~----+ Dr; ( ~). The 
reason for this is, as mentioned earlier, the functional form of Nr; = Dr;Tn+ t = 
Dr; is calculated as if we were only considering a single factor model. The 
functional form of Dr; is thus calculated as before. 
In order to calc late the model price, which involves an expectation with 
respect to the Markov process, we need to solve for the drift of the Markov 
process using equation (105) which has the disadvantage that it is numeri-
cally intensive. Solving for the drift numerically has the advantage that we 
can calibrate to a smile. An alternative approach would be to set the func-
tional form of the forex rate and obtain an analytical or numerical solution 
for the drift. Specific functional forms such as the linear and exponential 
form are discuss d in Fries and Rott [7] although no functional form that can 
calibrate to a smile or a skew are presented. 
9.3 A three-factor cross currency model 
Fries and Rott [7] also derive a three-factor cross currency model that is the 
natural extension of the two factor model. The details are sketched below29 . 
28See Girsanov 's Theorem (2.8) 
290ther than a f w extra explanatory steps the equations are taken exactly as they are 
in Fries and Rott [7] 
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p,(t , x, y , z)dt + iJy(t)dW2 
iJz(t)dW3 
with the associated approximations 
iJx,i-1~W1 
p,(~- 1 , xri-1, Yri- 1, zri-1 )(Ti - Ti-l)+ iJy ,i-1~W2 
(109) 
(110) 
Assume that all three Brownian motions are independent i.e. they have in-
dependent increments30 . Also assume that the Libor rate is a function of 
x only, that the foreign exchange rate is a function of y only and that the 
foreign Libor rate, L is a function of z only. 
Let Vri(LrJ denote the value at time~ of a foreign currency product that 
depends on the foreign Libor rate at time ~ , Lr, , which has the value 
Vri+1 (irJ · F X ri+1 at time ~+1 to a domestic investor. This is a traded 
asset and can th s be valued using the fundamental pricing theorem. 
by the tower law. Now 
Substituting thi back in we get 
(113) 
30This assumption can be relaxed at the expense of additional computational costs. See 
the section on corr lated multi-factor models 
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by the definition of the (foreign) Libor rate. Using the assumption of inde-
pendent increments we obtain 
= 
FXr0 
This means that 
(115) 
Thus we end up using the foreign money market account as our numeraire. 
This is a reason for picking the spot measure: we end up with an intuitive 
interpretation of our numeraire. Next we would proceed with the calibration 
in a similar way to the two-factor model i.e. we would adjust the functional 
form and volatility, solve for the no-arbitrage drift and calculate a model 
price. 
9.4 Correlated factors 
If our factors are significantly correlated, we will need to use a correlated 
multi-factor model. Deriving the correlated factor case is simple in theory 
but computationally intensive as we will have n-dimensional integrals in the 
n-factor case. As an example, consider the two dimensional case in the con-
text of the models described above. The model will have a double integral 
as we cannot split up the expectation as we did in equation (114) and (108). 
The actual process of calculating the model price is rather simple - it is a 
double integral. The relation of the functional form and the no-arbitrage 
drift will be similar31 but the expectation will be a double integral and con-
tain two functionals32 . 
31 It is a trivial exercise to write this out. 




In Hunt and Kennedy [11] a log-normal two-factor swap model with cor-
related factors is developed. 
This model is developed in continuous time and differs to the models dis-
cussed already. It has two factors driving the Libor rate and Libor rate 
drives the swap rate. This is different to explicitly having one factor driving 
the Libor rate and one factor driving the swap rate. The functional form 
of L~i) as a function of two factors is specified and derived from an approx-
imate33 Libor market model. We have our swap rate as a function of our 
Libor rate which is a function of the two factors i.e. we proceed as we did in 
the single factor model, but instead of using our Markov process, Xt , as our 
factor we use 
L'(i)- !( (1) (2)) t - Xt 'Xt (116) 
where f is specified and model 
· (i) _ . (i)(L' (i) L(i) . > .) _ (i)( (1) (2) ,.,._) Yr; - Yr; T; , r, , J 2 - 9 xt , xt , 1, (117) 
This allows us to specify the correlation structure between L~] and y~} but 
clearly results in a double integral. Note that the model is arbitrage free. 
33 Alterations are made to the drift 
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10 The volatility of the Markov process 
The volatility of the Markov Process is the function a(t) in the definition of 
the process as 
dx = a(t)dWt (118) 
One may be interested to see how different volatilities affect the pricing of 
the model and exactly what this volatility means. Recall that we are as-
suming that the entire market of interest is driven by this single underlying 
process. Intuitively this should mean that the volatility of this process is 
very important. On the other hand , by definition, the calibration will ensure 
that we obtain correct market prices for all the options to which we have 
calibrated. Whe we price an option such as a cap which uses all the calibra-
tion points34 , it seems intuitive that the volatility function , a( t), is arbitrary. 
However, there could be other properties such as mean reversion that are 
induced by the volatility function. 
In order to understand volatility we need to understand the relation be-
tween the functionals and the volatility as well as the properties induced by 
specific volatility processes. 
There is a vast literature in a seemingly related field that links the volatility 
process to the functionals. By placing volatility restrictions on the Heath-
Jarrow-Morton (HJM) framework we obtain models that are Markovian. 
These models are referenced in section 11. However, there does not appear to 
be a clear link between the restricted HJM model and the Markov-Functional 
model. 
10.1 Does the constant volatility matter 
Consider the following situation: We are using the Libor Markov-Functional 
model where the Markov process has constant volatility, which is quite low. 
The market volatility is high. In the calibration we find the function that 
maps the Markov process to the real world Libor rates. In this function a 
small jump in the Markov Process results is a large jump in the real world 
Libor rate in order for our calibration to be correct. In a different situation 
where the Markov volatility is high and the real world volatility is low we 
have that a large jump in our Markov process results in a small jump in the 
34 We use all the times for which we obtained market prices to which we calibrated i.e. 
we use all the times To, ... ,Tn+l 
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Libor rates. Thus the choice of our constant Markov volatility does not seem 
to affect our pricing. When pricing options we did not get any numerical 
differences by changing the volatility. The options tested were 
• A cap 
• A cap that pays out max[(L- K), 0]2 
• A cap that pays out every second period only. 
• All of the above but using a barrier cap instead of a cap 
These results do not change depending on the number of discretization points 
used. One could initially expect that they would as it would imply a poorer 
total calibration. When pricing we only use the points to which we calibrated 
meaning that the calibration for all the points used is correct, regardless of 
the number of points. Note however that this does not mean that the model 
is calibrated correctly when insufficient points are used as the model is not 
calibrated to th missing points. 
Recall that the rate of interest is a function of the Markov process, x e.g. 
L~] ( xrJ = J (i) ( xrJ. Taking a first order linear approximation yields 
(119) 
The variance of this rate is 
Var[f(i)(x + 0)] = ( ~ [f(i)(y)]y=x) 
2 
· Var[x] (120) 
From this it should be clear that whatever we pick the variance of x to be, 
the functional form of the rate of interest, f(xt) , can be chosen so that the 
variance of the rate is unchanged. Although this is not robust, it does help 
in understanding why our results do not change if we change our Markov 
processes ' volatility. 
This result may warrant further investigation but because constant volatility 
is so simple and a more complex volatility structure should be used in prac-
tice, an investigation may not be necessary. Rather, more complex volatility 
structures that provide an intuitive and more realistic approach are exam-
ined. 
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10.2 Mean reversion due to the volatility process 
This section draws from the ideas in Hunt et al [10]. For the remainder of 
this section, volatility refers to average mean square volatility. The question 
is: how does a specific volatility process, defining the Markov process, affect 
mean reversion? For a heuristic explanation , consider two separate volatil-
ity processes on a Libor rate from time zero (now) till time Tn. They both 
have the same (average mean square) volatilities that are, say, iJ over the 
period [0, Tn]· However, at time~ between now and time Tn, the first pro-
cess has volatility 0'1 (Ti) and the second process has volatility 0'2 (Ti), where 
0'1 (~) < 0'2 (~). Recall that volatility is an increasing function over time 
else arbitrage would exist35 . Thus both the volatility functions are mono-
tonic. This allows us not to have to consider a reversed situation where 
0'1 (~) > 0'2 (Ti) at a later stage. 
In order for our second process to have the same volatility, iJ , over the whole 
time period we require its Libor rate to be much less volatile than that of the 
Libor rate of the first process for the remaining time. Recall that volatility 
measures the deviation of the rate from the mean rate, which is the expected 
rate. The only way that the second process is going to be less volatile is 
if it has a smaller absolute deviation from the mean for the remaining time 
period. The reason it has a higher volatility at time Ti is because it deviated 
further from the mean in the period [0, ~] . In order to ensure that the rate 
of increase in volatility of the second process is less than that of the first 
process, it needs to deviate less from the mean causing it to be closer to the 
mean. This results in mean reversion. On the other hand, the first process 
is not forced to revert to the mean as it can have a higher volatility for the 
remaining period. Thus if we have two processes with the same volatility over 
a fixed period of t ime and one of them has a lower volatility at an intermedi-
ate period, the process with the lower volatility will exhibit mean reversion 
properties. The extent of the mean reversion will be affected by the differ-
ence in the volat ilities at an intermediate time. This heuristic explanation 
is not watertight , but it highlights the idea underlying the formal explanation. 
We have seen how a volatility process results in mean reversion. Now consider 
a process that has a constant volatility function. 
dx = O"dWt (121) 
35If volatility did not increase over time, we would have a process that has zero volatil-
ity over some future period. This would mean that the process is predictable and thus 
arbitrage would exist. 
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Volatili 
Mean reverting vol. 
~ Time 
Figure 5: Exponential volatility vs. Gaussian volatility (avft). The mean 
reversion param ter is 10% and the constant volatility is 20% i.e. a= 0.2. 
This volatility increases with the square root of time. Let 
dx = eatdWt (122) 
be our other Markov process. The evolution of the volatility follows avft for 
the constant volatility and 
~ (e2at _ 1) 
2a 
(123) 
for the exponential volatility. Graphing these functions on the same set of 
axes we obtain Figure 5. Suppose the terminal time was 1, where the graphs 
cross in Figure 5. The root mean square of the exponential process increases 
quicker than that of the process with constant volatility. Market volatili-
ties are quoted assuming that the Black formula holds and hence that the 
volatility increases with the square root of time. Thus with the exponen-
tial volatility we need to start at a much lower model volatility at earlier 
durations to obtain the same volatility as the market. We need to obtain 
the same volatility as the market because we are equating market and model 
prices in order to calibrate. This is exactly the same as the heuristic ex-
ample: one process has a much lower volatility at an earlier duration but 
they both have t he same terminal volatility. The process with the lower 
volatility provided mean reversion. Note that this mean reversion property 
hinges on the assumption that market quoted volatilities increase with the 
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square root of t ime. This is the case if we use the Black formula to convert 
market quoted volatilities to market prices. If this was not the case a simple 
analysis would need to be done to see which process result in mean reversion. 
Any other process that has a root mean square that grows faster than the 
square root of time will thus give us mean reversion. The choice of the ex-
ponential function was not arbitrary. This specific process was chosen due 
to its close link to the Vasicek-Hull-White (VHW) model which is a well 
known mean reverting short rate process. Hunt et al [10] show the similarity 
between the models as follows. The VHW model has the short rate process, 
rt, that solves the SDE 
(124) 
Solving this for the short rate and using the short rate to calculate the forward 
Libor rate results in 




e-aT; _ eaTn+l ) 
dxt o-eatxtdWt 
a 
constant x Xt x eat (126) 
Wt is standard Brownian motion under the terminal measure. Note that the 
terminal time here is Tn+l· In the Markov-Functional model we model the 
Libor rate as a function of our Markov process Xt which has a known law and 
calibrate by selecting a functional form for the Libor rate. In the VHW model 
we have the funct ional form of the Libor rate as well as the law of the driving 
process. Thus the VHW model is similar to the Markov-Functional model 
although we do not calibrate by selecting the functional form of the Libor 
rate. Selecting o- (t) = eat in the Libor Markov-Functional model is therefore 
intuitive. In the implementation, o-(t) = o-eat was selected although, as with 
the constant volat ility, the constant term had no impact on pricing. This o-
is referred to as the Markov base volatility. 
In this section we had a heuristic explanation of how the volatility process 
causes mean reversion and how the volatility function was selected. In the 
next section we provide a formal explanation of how the volatility process 
causes mean rev rsion. 
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10.3 A formal explanation of mean reversiOn due to 
the volatility process 
This section draws from Hunt et al [10]. Let the implied market cap volatili-
ties be a for all the forward Libor rates, Lg), and let the init ial forward rates 
be the same. i.e. Lg) = £ 0 . Our volatility is defined as a(t) = aeat, where 
a is a known mean reversion parameter36 . Now suppose that our Markov 
Process has value xr1 > xr0 at time T0 < T1 < Tn· This results in L1 and 
Ln being larger than £ 0 . However, L1 has increased by more as it has an 
average volatility of a over the time period [0, T1] whereas Ln has that same 
average volatility over the whole time period resulting in it having a smaller 
volatility at time T1. This holds as volatility is increasing exponentially. Now 
Ln is a martingale under our terminal measure and thus 
(127) 
This means that when the spot Libor increases from its initial value to a 
higher value at time T1, the expected value of the Libor at t ime Tn is less 
than the spot rat e. We can reverse the argument to show that if the value 
at time T1 is lower, then the expected spot rate at Tn is higher. 
10.4 A remedy for instantaneous correlation for co-
terminal Bermudan swaptions 
Single factor models do not have an instantaneous correlation structure. The 
only instantaneous correlation that exists is between the single factor and it-
self. This leads to a unit instantaneous correlation between the modelled 
forward rates for the same tenors i. e. the forward rates are for the same 
forward period. However, there is a correlation between forward rates for 
different tenors. ot having a correlation structure for forward rates at dif-
ferent tenors can result in incorrect pricing. 
Pietersz and Pelsser [14] provide a remedy for the single factor Markov-
Functional model as follows: the theoretical price of a co-terminal37 Bermu-
dan swaption is fully determined by the joint distribution of the forward 
co-terminal swap rates at each exercise date. If there are n possible exercise 
dates we have n(n + 1)/2 distributions that we need to consider. Clearly a 
single factor model cannot consider all these distributions. When we take 
36We find this parameter via calibration which is discussed later. 
37T hat is, all swaps expire on exactly the same contractually specified date, regardless 
of the exercise date 
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a first order approximation, the price is only determined by the joint dis-
tribution of the spot co-terminal swap rates at each exercise date and joint 
distributions of the rates at different times , other than the terminal time, fall 
away. These marginal distributions are determined by the quoted European 
swaption volatility. In the case where we assume log-normality, it turns out 
that we only need to specify the correlation between these rates. Pietersz 
and Pelsser [14] call this the terminal correlation. Thus if we can fit the 
Markov-Functional model to the terminal correlation we will have a model 
that approximately has the correct joint distribution. This is done by en-
suring that the terminal correlation of the model's rates is the same as that 
of the market. The disadvantage of this method is that it is very product 
specific and req ires a co-terminal option. 
10.5 Calibrating the Markov-Functional model toter-
minal correlations by selecting a mean reversion 
parameter 
Consider the swap model and the pricing of a co-terminal Bermudan Swap-
tion. As before, let y}i) denote the swap rate at time t for a swap starting 
at T; and ending at Tn+l· The terminal correlation is the correlation of the 
t (i) (j) . . 1 1 swap ra es Yt , Yt 2, J = , ... , n + . 
Correlations are not affected by linear transformations. Let x and y be 
two random variables with variances a; , a; respectively and covariance axy · 
Their correlatio is 





These have variances and covariances 
a21 b2a2 
X X 
a21 b2a2 y y 





Thus their correlation is 
P I I xy 
(J I I 
X y 




The following draws from the ideas in Pietersz and Pelsser [14]. Our forward 
swap and Libor rates are functions of the Markov process. A first order 
Taylor approximation of them yields 
y~i)(t,x+O) ~ y~i)(t,O)+[y~i)]'(t,O)·x (132) 
L~i)(t,x+ O) ~ L~i)(t,O)+ [L~il]'(t, O)·x (133) 
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to x i.e. 
[y~i)]'(t,y) = ~ [L~i)(t,x)] 
OX Ix=y 
(134) 
Any function of these rates yields a similar result 
The swap and Libor rates are thus approximately linear transformations of 
the Markov process. This means that their correlations will be the same 
as that of our Markov process to the extent that the approximation is ac-
curate. Pietersz and and Pelsser [14] test the accuracy of this by compar-
ing the terminal correlations produced by the model with the correlations 
of the Markov process. In other words, they compare corr(xr;, xri) with 
corr(y~}, tW), where y}k, k = i , j is the swap rate calculated by the model. 
This tests how the correlation of the rates at different times on the left hand 
side of equation (132) compare with the correlation on the right hand side of 
the equation. Pietersz and Pelsser [14] use exponential volatility for various 
mean reversion parameters and find that the formula is astoundingly accu-
rate. The largest relative errors between the correlations are smaller than 
0.0076%. 
If we use exponential volatility, the correlation of the Markov process, and 
hence the swap rate is 
- (i) (j) 
Pij- corr(yT;, Yri) ~ corr(xr;, xri) 
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(e2aT; - 1) 
(e2aTi _ 1) (136) 
It is easy to see how this is calculated when one recalls that the correlation 
between two standard Brownian motions, Wt and W5 , t < s, is If, the 
ratio of the two standard deviations. The standard deviation of the Markov 
process with exponential volatility is given by equation (123). The ratio of 
these standard deviations gives us equation (136). This allows us to calibrate 
the mean reversion parameter, a, in the exponential volatility by fitting the 
terminal correlat ion of the Markov process with that observed in the market. 
The fitting of this can be done by OLS and some optimization routine. An 
R38 script was written which uses simulated annealing as well as the conju-
gate gradient method to find the estimates39 . The script can be found on the 
attached CD. 
10.6 The swap Market Model's correlations compared 
to the Markov-Functional Model's correlation 
This section draws from Pietersz and Pelsser [14]. If we parameterize the 
correlation matrix in the swap Market model as 
(e2aT; _ 1)/T. 
(e2aT1 - 1)/Tj (137) 
we obtain the same terminal correlation as in the Markov-Functional model. 
Although this result seems trivial, when one looks at the following formulae it 
becomes clear why this is important. We start with the formula for terminal 
correlation in the Market model and find that this simplifies to the same 
formula for terminal correlation in the Markov-Functional model provided 
we use this specific parameterization i.e. 
e2aT; _ 1 
e2aT1 - 1 (138) 
38 An open source statistical program 
39The methods are part of the R program and are documented there. 
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11 Relat ion of Markov-Functional models to 
other models 
Here we explain how Markov-Functional models related to the other classes 
of models such as Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) and Market models (MM). 
Hunt and Kennedy [11] mention the following: if we define MM as mod-
els that have a driving process that depends only on the current values, then 
the class of Markov-Functional is larger as we can have models that have 
more factors than the number of rates being modelled. This is obviously 
never done as we are trying to keep Markov-Functional models as simple as 
possible. If we let the coefficients of the driving process in the MM depend 
on the entire sample path the MM rates will not be Markovian and thus the 
class of MM will be larger. This class of MM will be larger than the class of 
HJM models. 
A further point discussed by Hunt and Kennedy [11] is the relation between 
'standard' MM and Markov-Functional models. 'Standard' MM are those 
where the forward rates are modelled by log-normal martingales in their 
associated measures. Note that Markov-Functional models are driven by a 
process that has a log-normal distribution at the respective fixing dates. They 
can thus be represented as a function of a low (single) dimensional Markov 
process. 'Standard' MM are driven by a log-normal process, which is the 
rate of interest itself. It turns out that we cannot represent these models as 
a function of a 1 w-dimensional Markov process because of the assumption of 
a log-normal process in the MM, rather than a log-normal distribution on the 
respective fixing dates, as assumed by the Markov-Functional model. This is 
proved by a theorem presented in Hunt and Kennedy [11], pp. 366. 
HJM models are not necessarily Markovian and thus are a larger class of 
models than Markov-Functional models. Markovian HJM models can be 
obtained by enforcing various volatility restrictions on the HJM framework. 
These models are beyond the scope of this dissertation, but the most ad-
vanced and general form, along with further references to less general models 
can be found in Chiarella and K won [ 6]. 
Bennet and Kennedy [4] show how one can approximate a separable Li-
bor market model so that the Libor rate is a function of a one-dimensional 
Markov process. This is discussed further is section 16.2. 
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12 Pricing formulae 
Throughout this section, conditional expectations are Gaussian integrals 
which are calculated using the respective conditional Gaussian distribution40 . 
Further numerical considerations are discussed in section 14.4. From the ex-
amples in this section it should be clear how any product is priced in the 
terminal measure Markov-Functional swap and Libor models. 
12.1 Prici g a cap 
The payoff of a cap at time~, with strike K , is given by 
max(L~] - K, 0) (139) 
The recursive procedure for calculating the cap price in the Markov-Functional 
models is 
• Calculate the payoff at the terminal time, Tn+l· 
• Loop over the following 
- At time Ti , calculate 
where Vri+ 1 (x) is the value of the cap at time ~+1 in state x and 
was calculated in the previous iteration. ' Inner integral ' refers to 
the inner integral in the equation for calculating J(x*), equation 
(47). 
(141) 
Do this for each state x* at time Ti. 
- Add the payoff at time~, max(Lw-K, 0) to this value. This is 
Vr,. 
• Note that at time T0 there is only one state to condition on. 
40The conditional Gaussian distribution is a Normal distribution with the mean and 
variance determined by the conditioning 
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12.2 Pricing a barrier cap 
The payoff function for a barrier cap, at each time period, can be seen to be 
pa off = { max ( L~]-K, 0) if lower barrier :::; L~] :::; upper barrier 
y 0 otherwise 
This can be done as we are moving backwards through time and thus do not 
need to consider whether or not the path followed will break the barrier- we 
have zero values where it does already. 
12.3 Pricing a Bermudan swaption 
A Bermudan sw ption has the payoff function at each time 7i 
max( swap valuer; ,Bermudan swaption valuer;) i = 0, ... , n - 1 
max( swap valueTn, 0) (142) 
The procedure is 
• Calculate t he terminal payoff. 
• Loop over the following 
- Calculate 
- Add the payoff to obtain Vr;. 
• Note that t time T0 there is only one state to condition on. 
The 'Inner integral' refers to the inner integral in equation (57) for calculating 
J(x*) in the swap model. 
(144) 
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13 Actuarial applications 
The aim of this section is to outline how one could go about applying 
the Markov-Functional model and more generally, the principles of stochas-
tic option pricing, to actuarial problems. Put differently, we use Markov-
Functional models as an example of how one applies the principles of stochas-
tic option pricing to actuarial problems. The techniques, and most of the 
comments, remain unchanged if we use other stochastic option pricing mod-
els e.g. the Libor Market Model. We will start with an old actuarial problem: 
trying to match assets to liabilities. Next we will present extensions to the 
actuarial application of the Libor Markov-Functional model to make it more 
realistic and di cuss the model limitations that we encounter. The partial 
differential equations (SDE's) of the assets and liabilities will be derived. Fi-
nally we will discuss what we can say about the real-world distribution of 
the surplus. For explanatory purposes we will assume that we use the Libor 
Markov-Functional model. The formulae and comments are similar under 
the swap Markov-Functional model which could be used . 
13.1 Attempting to match assets and liabilities by view-
ing the Liabilities as a derivative 
Matching means that the value of the assets are sufficient to meet the value 
of the liabilities under all market condit ions. This requires that the value of 
the assets move exactly in line with those of the liabilities . If the assets and 
the liabilities are not exactly the same41 then this becomes problematic due 
to the stochastic nature of assets and liabilities. The financial mathematics 
approach to this problem is to use hedging: the Greeks of the asset and that 
of the liabilit ies should be exactly the same leading to the portfolio being 
insensitive towards changes in market conditions. The Greeks are calculated 
using a model. This means that hedging will only work to the extent that 
the model is accurate. In practical applications, hedging helps but results in 
imperfect protection as we can't trade continuously and there are transaction 
costs and other market imperfections. 
Standard immunization theory is an example of hedging in a non-stochastic 
environment with a fiat yield curve and small jumps in the interest rate. 
Here we present a stochastic version of this theory in the context of Markov-
Functional mod ls which overcomes many of the flaws of standard immuniza-
tion theory. 
41 e.g. The asset is a stock and the liability is that very same stock 
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The setup is as follows. We want to ensure that the value of our assets 
remains greater than that of our liabilities when there are changes in the 
market conditions. We would also like to know the minimum asset value 
that we should hold in order to ensure that we can meet our liabilities in 
all market conditions. Put differently, we want a trading strategy and an 
associated minimum asset value to ensure that we can meet our liabilities 
under all market conditions. We start by assuming that there is only one in-
terest rate in the market, the Libor rate. Effectively this means that our zero 
yield curve is given by the Libor rate. Next we assume that our liabilities 
are known in ad vance or that they are a known function of the Libor rate. 
If the liabilities are fixed and known in advance we can still view then as a 
function of the Libor rate. We have a Libor Markov-Functional model that 
is calibrated to caps. All the assumptions of the Libor Markov-Functional 
model apply here. 
This setup leave us with PDB's which are functions of the forward Libor 
rate. We can extend this further to have general bonds with known coupons. 
The Libor rate and liabilities are a function of our Markov process which has 
a known law under a known measure. We have a portfolio at time zero of 
II0 = Ao- LIABo (145) 
where A0 and LI AB0 denote the present value of the assets and the portfolio 
of the liabilities at time zero respectively. We need to ensure that the value 
of our portfolio remains positive under changes in the forward Libor rates 
and volatilities. This means that we need to calculate the derivatives with 
respect to these factors i.e. calculate the Greeks. 
The way that we calculate these Greeks is by viewing the liabilities as a 
derivative of the Libor rate. The liabilities are a function of the Lib or rate and 
thus can be priced in a similar fashion to the pricing formulae for caps. From 
these we can calculate the Greeks using the 'bump-and-revalue' method. We 
can then select the appropriate assets to hedge these liabilities. Note also 
that we have th correct price to charge for these liabilities as we have the 
price of our 'liability derivative'. This dynamic hedging does not take trans-
action costs into account, but these can be added by assuming some hedging 
cost at each time period. We could show that we can include different hedg-
ing costs in different market states. 
The above approach considers the liabilities separately, prices them and then 
attempts to find the correct assets to hedge the liabilities. An alternative 
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approach is to consider an existing portfolio of assets and liabilities. Again, 
these will form a new type of derivative which can easily be priced. This ap-
proach allows one to examine the value and the risk of an existing portfolio 
as well as providing information on how to hedge the remaining risk and the 
cost of doing so. 
13.2 Extending the model to be more realistic within 
its limitations 
So far we have o ly considered liabilities that are a function of the Libor rate 
(or known in advance). We have not considered assets that pay out based 
on some other stochastic factor , such as inflation linked bonds. The way in 
which we extend the model is by adding more factors. This requires us to 
calculate the functional form of these stochastic market variables. 
Typically the problem of exact hedging42 occurs when liabilities are fixed, 
short term and thus hedged by bonds. This means that the Markov-Functional 
model is appropriate. In some cases one may want to extend the model to 
include equity as well. This can easily be done by including another fac-
tor and calibrating to options which should be available in liquid markets. 
Usually there should be sufficient options on the market index to allow one 
to calibrate. There is no documented implementation43 of how the Markov-
Functional model prices equity derivatives although there are a few factors 
that do suggest that it would be an inappropriate model: it is unlikely that 
equity stocks will be able to be sufficiently explained by a single factor. 
Equity differs in nature to the current Libor rate which remains fixed for 
periods. Our time grid would need to be quite fine but we would only be 
able to calibrate quarterly44 forcing us to use quite a large grid. Thus cali-
brating to equity may not be appropriate although more research here may 
be warranted. 
We could calibrate to inflation linked bonds by adding another factor and 
calibrating to opt ions based on these. The problem here would be that there 
may not be enough available options to which to calibrate. 
For stochastic liabilities we could add a factor but that also would require us 
42 As when we use immunization theory. 
43That has been found by thorough searching. 
44 0r whenever the market traded equity options expire. 
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to calculate functional form of the liabilities by calibrating to an option that 
is based on the liabilities. As options based on liabilities are probably not 
available, an alternative approach would be to find a common factor that the 
liabilities have with some other option, assume a functional form between the 
liabilities and that common factor and calibrate to the other option. This 
will allow one to calculate the functional form of the liabilities. 
Note that whenever we add a factor we would need to solve for the drift 
term in the second driving Markov process as was done in the two-factor 
model. This approach would allow one to have a stochastic model of the 
assets and liabilities along with the equations required to ensure that their 
sensitivity to changes in the market environment do not have any negative 
consequences. This is quite heuristic and the largest practical problem is 
that of incomplete markets - there are no options traded on the mortality 
of individuals or groups45 . However, it may still be possible to calibrate in 
some situations where Alternative Risk Transfer (ART), which can involve 
derivative like contracts, is used. 
There is a further limitation which should have been clear from the assump-
tions: we are assuming that the yield curve that applies to us is given by the 
forward Libor rate. This assumption can be relaxed. We can calibrate the 
Libor Markov-Functional model to any yield curve as long as there are dis-
crete fixing dates. If not, we will need to use a discrete time approximation. 
Note that we need options on the rates of this yield curve at each fixing date 
in order to calibrate this model. This limitation may be very restrictive as 
it is unlikely that there will be many options on other rates. 
The limitations described above seem to present a bleak picture. This is 
not so. It must be understood that typical actuarial problems are usually 
found in incomplete markets leading to the use of assumptions and margins. 
Using Markov-Functional models allows us to model the stochastic nature 
of bonds within the context of known liabilities - an improvement on stan-
dard immunization theory. In some fortunate cases we can even model other 
stochastic factors such as the index-linked bond payments. In addition there 
are still the standard actuarial tools which can be used to conquer the lim-
itations described above. As mentioned above, one could attempt to make 
assumptions about the functional forms of various factors. This would result 
in a model that is as accurate as our assumptions. The next step would be 
to invoke sensitivity and scenario testing. The model calibrates and prices 
45 At least in SAFEX 
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extremely quic y so it would not be impossible to attach a probability dis-
tribution to the liability payments, discretize these and price the derivatives 
under the different scenarios allowing one to see a probability distribution of 
the outcomes, select one that has an appropriate liability level and price, as 
well as hedge, the liability. 
Attaching a probability distribution and discretizing the results in order to 
do the above simulation requires some further explanation. Firstly, we need 
to know what these probabilities mean. They are the real world probabilities 
and do not for part of the Markov-Functional model. These probabili-
ties need to be obtained from some actuarial model. In essense, we have 
many Markov-Functional models , each with different liability payments and 
an associated probability. This means that we cannot hedge against these 
outcomes in the Markov-Functional model. 
Discretizing a probability distribution means selecting a finite number (the 
number of probability discretization points) of outcomes and attaching a 
probability to each one. Consider the case of independent distributions for 
the liability payments at each time point. The algorithm to calculate the 
probability distribution of the price of the liability requires kP calculations of 
the conditional expectation for each time step , where k is the number of dif-
ferent possible outcomes and p is the number of time steps from the terminal 
time. Discretizing the probability distributions too finely may result in the 
model taking too long to run. Assuming that we use k points to discretize 
our probability distribution at each time period, we have n time periods and 
R discretization points we will require 
(146) 
calculations of the conditional expectation. It may not be the case that 
we need to use the same number of discretization points for the probability 
distribution for ach time, as at some times there may be no payments or 
payments will b known for sure. One should consider that the pricing of 
a standard derivative without any probability discretization points requires 
n x R+ 1 calculations of the conditional expectation. Using these figures and 
the time taken to price a standard derivative, one can work out the maximum 
number of points that can be used to discretize the probability distribution 
so that the results can be calculated in a reasonable time frame. Note also 
that this calculation allows for parallel computing which can make it really 
quick if enough computers are used. On a Pentium 4, 3.2GHz, hyperthread-
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ing processor, calibration, pricing and calculation of Delta and Vega in the 
derivatives in the examples in section 17 takes about 2.7 seconds when 50 
Markov discretization points are used. This amounts to 18 calculations of 
the price among t other things such as reading in data from files . If we were 
to use 5 discretization points for our probability distribution, in addition to 
our 50 Markov discretization points, in the examples in section 17 we would 
require about 10.5 hours to calculate the entire distribution. Using 10 dis-
tribution points would require over 40 days, so it is impractical. Note that 
using 5 points a d 8 time periods gives us just under 80,000 probabilities at 
time zero. 
The above approach is very much a 'brute force ' approach, but even though 
the Markov-Functional model calibrates and calculates its output quickly, the 
approach does ot allow for a large number of situations to be considered. 
An alternative approach would be to use Monte Carlo and determine an av-
erage, although many iterations may still be required to obtain the variance 
at the tails. Finally one could attempt to do scenario modelling starting with 
the set of worst case scenarios and work towards the first acceptable outcome. 
Assuming a functional form of the liabilities under the model's measure may 
not be a wise idea, even if the functional form perfectly describes the dis-
tribution of the liabilities. This is because one cannot hedge against the 
liabilities and thus must take on the risk. Note also that this functional form 
assumed does not apply under the the real world measure. This makes it 
nearly impossible to assume the correct functional form. 
We could use Ito's formula to obtain a SDE under the model 's measure 
for the liabilities to obtain a further understanding into the behaviour of the 
portfolio. This is done next. 
13.3 The SDE's of our portfolio 
Here we consider the SDE's that can be obtained using the Markov-Functional 
model. First we derive the SDE of the Libor rate and next that of a deriva-
tive based on the Libor rate such as a bond or the liabilities. Note that we 
have a SDE for each time period but the time index has been left out for 
notational conv nience. The SDE's are under the model measure and not 
the real-world measure. 
Using Ito's formula on the ith forward Libor rate, Lh L , and the no-
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tation Xr; = x we obtain 
J I 11 II L(x) L(O) + L (x)dx + 2" L (x)d < x, x > 
L(O) + j L' (x)dx + ~ j L" (x)cr;dt 
L(O) + j L' (x)crtdWt + ~ j L'' (x)cr;dt 
=? aL(x) = L' (x)crtdWt + ~L" (x)cr2dt (147) 
ax 2 t 
aL 
where the prime denotes the partial derivative with respect to X i.e. L' = ax 
and the second prime denotes the second partial derivative. The quadratic 
variation of this is 
(148) 
by Ito isometry. Thus the equation for our derivative portfolio, Dt = D, is 
D(L(x)) = D(L(O)) + 1 n' (L(x))L' (x)crtdWt 
+ f ~£'' (x)crzdt + f ~D" (L(x))(L" (x)crt) 2dt 
}IR 2 }IR 2 
D(L(O)) + ~ 1 [ D' (L(x))L' cr; + D" (L(x))(L" (x)crt)2 ] dt 
+ 1 D' (L(x))L' (x)crtdWt (149) 
where the prime on D denotes the partial derivative with respect to L(x) 
i.e. D' = a~fx) and the double prime denotes the second partial derivative. 
Note that the primes on D and L denote different derivatives. 
In order to calculate this we require the following quantities 
• D'(L~}(xrJ ) ViE I 
• D" ( LW ( xrJ) V i E I 
• [LW(xrJJ' ViE I 
• [LW(xrJ' Vi E I 
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where 'I is the s t of all i's corresponding to our time periods ]i. In the sim-
ple case where o r bonds are our assets and hence deterministic functions of 
the Libor rate we can analytically calculate the partial derivatives of the first 
two items in the above list . In more complex cases such as when our portfolio 
includes exotic derivatives, we may need to calculate them numerically. The 
last two partial derivatives will need to be calculated numerically. Note that 
we require the functional form of the partial derivatives and thus need to 
evaluate them at all the discretization points. If we numerically calculate 
the derivatives for the assets, we should ensure that the jumps used in the 
Markov process to numerically calculate the partial derivatives for the Libor 
rate correspond to the jumps in the Libor rate used to calculate the partial 
derivatives for the assets. This allows for consistent results and emphasizes 
the fact that the driving process is the Markov process and not the Libor rate. 
One can read the volatility of the portfolio directly off the SDE's. This 
can be done as the volatility does not change under a change in measure 
and thus we can directly see the real world volatility. This is convenient as 
volatility is a po ular measure of risk. 
13.4 The real-world probability distribution of the sur-
plus 
The surplus is defined as the difference between the value of the assets and 
the liabilities. The Markov-Functional model provides us with a probability 
distribution and thus may provide further insight into the distribution of the 
surplus. Typically one would like to solve for a, X or A in the following 
equation 
JP[(A- LI AB) <X]~ a (150) 
where A and LI AB denote the present value of assets and liabilities. lP is 
the real world probability measure and Q is the Markov-Functional model 
measure. Now because Q and lP are equivalent we should be able to say 
something about the real world distribution of the surplus A - LI AB. The 
bad news is that we can't say anything about equation (150) directly. We 
only know that 
Q(A) > 0 
i.e. Q(A) = 0 
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iff JP(A) > 0 
iff JP(A) = 0 (151) 
for all A. This means that we can only determine whether the event can hap-
pen or not. This means that we only know the value of the assets required to 
meet the liabilities almost surely. To solve for a parameter in equation (150) 
we would need to transform the model measure to the real world measure 
via a Girsanov transformation which would require one to calculate the state 
dependent drift. These limitations result in one not being able to say much 
about the real world probability distribution of the surplus. 
On the other hand, we don't really need to know the real world distribu-
tion of the surplus. This is explained below. The only reason that we would 
want to know the real world distribution of the surplus is to determine how 
risky the portfolio is and to determine an acceptable risk and price level. 
To the extent that our model is representative of the real world and that 
our~ liabilities are correctly included in the model, we can perfectly hedge 
and price our liabilities. This means that we are only considering the case 
where Q(A) = 0. Usually one would attempt to hedge liabilities perfectly 
a,nd charge the correct a~ount for them, allowing for a profit margin. 
The profit margin is there, theoretically, because of the . risk being taken 
on. The two risks are the model risk and the risk that the liabilities are not 
as assumed (if they are not fixed) . Model risk is hard to quantify. If we do 
not calibrate to the liabilities in the Markov-Functional model and we as-
sume a real world distribution for the liabilities, we can obtain a 'distribution 
of the real world surplus as descr-ibed above (by discretizing the probability 
distribution). Alternatively, we could obtain the cos_t of perfectly hedging the 
liabilities in each scenario and determine an appropriate relation between the 
cost and the probability of a shortfall. 
Furthermore, if our liabilities are fixed and we decide not to hedge them 
perfectlY, . we can determine how much risk i~ inherent in the portfolio by 
calculating the Greeks and looking at the volatility of the portfolio (which 
can be read off the SDE) . 
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14 Numerical and implementation consider-
ations 
14.1 Numerical procedures 
14.1.1 The N ormal and cumulative Normal distributions 
The ormal and cumulative Normal distribution are a critical element in the 
implementation of Markov-Functional models. It is thus of utmost impor-
tance that the distribution is calculated accurately. The Normal distribution 
calculations are straightforward. For the cumulative Normal distribution, 
Hart 's method, implemented in West [2], which has precision to 15 signifi-
cant figures was used. The code was taken from the referring paper, West 
[16], and modified from Visual Basic to C++ as well as some minor alter-
ations46. 
14.1.2 Fitting a polynomial 
Fitting a polynomial can be done many ways, but a common efficient method 
is Neville's algorithm. Pelsser [13] describes Neville's algorithm. Let Pi, .. . ,i+m 
denote the polynomial defined on the points xi, ... , Xi+m· The polynomial can 
be written as 
m 
p .+ - "" ~'·kXk t, . .. ,t m- D~' (152) 
k=O 
where c;,k are the coefficients we are calculating. We can obtain higher order 
polynomials by using the fact that47 
(x - x ·+ ) P ·+ 1 + (x · - x) P. 1 · p . . _ t m t., ... , t m- t t+ , ... ,1.+m 
t, ... ,t+ 1 -
Xi- Xi+1 
(153) 
Note that the X i are the observed values and x is a variable. This can be 
solved for ci ,k quite easily48 and a recursive algorithm for calculating the co-
efficients of a polynomial is obtained. 
This method of fitting polynomials is quick and easy to run. It can therefore 
also be used to interpolate between market volatilities rather than using a 
piecewise linear interpolation. 
46The code returned zero, instead of one, if x > 37. Although this is a very high, we 
did encounter it when trying different methods of discretizing the Markov Process 
47This is Neville 's Algorithm 








14.2 The procedure for terminal measure models 
In theory, one just needs to code the various equations provided. However, 
there are numerous issues that arise. The figures of the functional forms 
given in this section depict the general shape of the functional forms. The 
exact shape will depend on the data but should not be significantly different 
from the general shape at a first glance. 
In order to be able to place checks on the intermediate values that are calcu-
lated , one needs to understand the meaning of the intermediate values. For 
the Libor model the values can be interpreted as follows. 
• The inner integral in equation ( 4 7) is the amount of a unit carried 
forward from the current time till the end time, Tn+l· The functional 
form is sh wn is Figure 6. 
• The value of the outer integral in equation ( 4 7) can be seen as the 
payoff for the relevant digital caplet. 
• The value of J ( x*), given by equation ( 4 7) , is the value of the corre-
sponding digital caplet at t ime zero. This is shown in Figure 7. 
• The Libor rate and discount factor are shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
Note that in the figures, x(max) and x(min) are our discretization points that 
correspond to values suitably large and small to be oo and -oo respectively. 
When we refer to 'a sufficient value is attained' , we mean that the value 
is sufficiently close to the required value and that there are no numerical 
differences to the results if the value gets any closer to its required value. If 
the required value is (minus) infinity we have that the Normal and conditional 
Normal distribution are zero at the 'sufficient' values . 
For the swap model the values can be interpreted as follows: 
• The inner integral in equation (57) is thePVBP at time Ti+1 plus a 
payment of ai, both carried forward from the current time till the end 
time Tn+l · 
• The value of the outer integral in equation (57) can be seen as the 
payoff for a digital swaption that was discussed there. 
• The value of J(x*) , given by equation (57), is the value of the corre-
sponding digital swaption at time zero. 










Inner integral from the second Iteration 
y{2) 
.J Inner integral - I 
·····1 Amount carried forward 
y{l) 
X( min) x(max) State(><) 
Figure 6: The inner integral as a function of x. Note that the inner integral 
is a function of the value taken by xr,. This value is denoted by x in the 
figure. The asymptotic limit y(l) is 1 and y(2) corresponds to an extremely 
large value. Theoretically, the graph should branch off to infinity, but due to 
numerical issue such as inversion problems, it flattens out. That is, y(2) is 
a value large enough to be infinity for all practical purposes i.e. our Normal 
and conditional Normal distribution is not noticeably different from zero at 
the corresponding discretization points. 
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Functional Form of J 
I 
y{2) 
x(mln) x(max) State (x) 
Figure 7: The model price of a digital caplet at time T0 , J, as a function 
of x. The asymptotic limit y(2) is the discount factor , corresponding to a 
payoff for sure and y( 1) is· zero, corresponding to a zero payoff for sure . . 
Functional form of the Libor rate 
y(2) 
.......... Libor rate 
y(l) 
x(min) x(max) State (x) 
Figure 8: The Libor rate as a function of x. As with the 'inner ' function , 
y(2) represents infinity and y(l) represents zero. The values are not attained 































Functional Form of D 
y{2) 
.......... ,o(x) I 
y{l) 
x(min) x(max) State (x) 
Figure 9: The di count factor as a function of x. The limit y(2) is one due to 
there being no discounting and the limit y(l) is zero, when there is infinite 
discounting. Again , these values are not attained numerically, but a sufficient 
value is. 
Here we provide the procedure for the calibration of the Libor model. The 
graphs of how t e values calculated by each step look as functions of x were 
provided in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9. The graphs of the swap model 's functional 
forms as well as the procedure are similar and thus not repeated. The most 
important part of the graphs is the general shape and the asymptotic limit 
which allows on to place elementary checks on the output. 
1. Make all the required arrays 
2. Read in the data (Libor rates, Market Volatility) 
3. Call a procedure that calibrates the mean reversion parameter to mar-
ket volatility. 
4. Initialize the arrays. In particular , one needs to calculate the PDB 
prices using the given spot rates and set the initial discount factor to 
1. 
5. Loop over all time periods 
(a) Calculate the inner integral in the equations for J(x*) for all dis-
cretization points 
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(b) Calculate J ( x*) for all discretization points. This is a function 
which decreases from the discount factor to zero. 
(c) Use the J(x*)'s to calculate the Libor rate which is an increasing 
function of the x*'s. 
(d) Use these Lib or rates to calculate the discount factor for the next 
iterat ion. This is a decreasing function of the x* 's. 
This calibrates the model. Pricing is done in a similar fashion and discussed 
in section 12. 
14.3 Discretizing the Markov process 
All our values of interest are functions of the Markov process. We need 
to evaluate them at suitable discretization values. Note also that we have 
to integrate over various Normal distributions which have means at each of 
the discretization points (to calculate the inner integral in step ( 5a)) . At 
this point is will be useful to recall equations (47) and (57) which calculate 
J(x*) for the Libor andswap models. These equations are important when 
considering the discretization grid. When we refer to the conditional integral 
(or distribution) we are referring to the inner integral (or the respective 
Gaussian distribution) in equation (47) or (57). The unconditional integral 
(or distribution) refers to the outer integral (or respective distribution) in 
those equations. For simplicity we will assume that the Markov process is 
defined as dx = adWt for the remainder of this section i.e. the Markov 
process has a constant volatility function. 
14.3.1 Using a cons_tant discretization grid 
Consider discret izing the Markov process by selecting set values for this pro-
cess that are constant over time. This grid is depicted in Figure 10. The 
upper and lower values are set at 
±n x a x max number of standard deviations (154) 
There are two problems with using this grid. The first is at the endpoints. 
At each time step we need to integrate the function of the Markov process 
in the next time period with respect to a Gaussian distribution that has our 
current state's value as its mean. This is the inner integral in the equation 
for J(x*) . This is ,problematic near the endpoints as we do not have up 
to half of the required values in the next time period over which to define 
























Constant Discretization Grid 
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Figure 10: A co stant discretization grid. As illustrated by the purple line 
ending with dots, we do not have values for the conditional distribution at 
the endpoints as illustrated. In the earlier time periods, we also have digital 
option payoff of zero and one for sure as illustrated by the red lines with 
arrows. 
This is shown in Figure 10. 
A possible solution for this is to fit a polynomial to the last few points and 
extrapolate for a few standard deviations so that we have the function value 
for the other half of the distribution. The function is well behaved at the 
endpoints as these are asymptotic limits resulting in a near constant func-
tion. To place checks to ensure correct extrapolation is easy as we know the 
limits which are discussed in section 14.2. Numerically, this procedure works 
very well but res Its in unnecessary extra calculations that can be avoided if 
we use one of the other methods described below. 
The second problem relates to the inability to be able to invert the op-
tion prices at the extreme endpoints. As we get closer to the current time 
the probability of jumping to a far away point (e.g. 15 standard deviations) 
becomes zero. When we calculate the digital option value conditioned on 
some point extremely far in or out of the money we get a payment of one or 
zero almost surely. This is a problem, which we call the inversion problem, 






Linearly growing discretization points, conditional 
and unconditional gaussian distributions 
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Figure 11: Linearly growing discretization points. The unconditional distri-
bution, denoted by the blue dash-dot line, always fits exactly perfectly on 
the discretization grid which means that we can ensure that we do not have 
digital option payoff of one and zero for sure. The conditional distribution, 
conditioned on the endpoints, denoted by the solid green line, does not have 
discretization points over which to be defined for half the distribution as 
shown by the red line with arrows. 
14.3.2 Using a linearly growing grid 
We could attempt to correct the inversion problem by letting our grid grow 
linearly. This means that the unconditional distribution will fit exactly on 
our grid so that we do not have any payoffs of zero and one almost surely 
for our digital options. This does not fix the problem of not having sufficient 
values for our conditional distribution which requires more points . This is 
illustrated in Figure 11. 
14.3.3 Using the evolution of the Markov process to find a dis-
cretization grid 
A more intuitiv approach is to look at the evolution of the Markov process 
itself. The Markov process follows a Brownian motion process with determin-
istic volatility. Thus it should not jump more that a few standard deviations 
from it 's current point at each t ime step. Using this information we can make 
a time dependent discretization grid which has endpoints that grow over time. 
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We need to calculate, for each volatility specification, what the uncondi-
tional volatility at each time period is. Consider the simplest case of constant 
volatility, a(t) = a. The outer integral in the equation49 for J(x*) contains 
a unconditional distribution which has variance av'tiffie. The inner integral 
contains a conditional distribution with variance a and a mean of the dis-
cretization point that the process is at. We are integrating with respect to 
the Normal distribution over the payoff in the next time period. 
Now consider the process evolving forward over time: at the second time 
period at the left hand endpoint (of the discretization points) we need values 
for the third time period that range, say50 , 6 standard deviations left and 
right of our current value to be able to calculate the conditional distribution 
accurately. Thus at the third time period, we need discretization points that 
range from -2 x 6 x a to +2 x 6 x a to have all the values we require. However, 
when calculating the unconditional distribution over the third time period 
(with mean zero) we have values that are "discount" and zero (left and right 
limits respectively) for all values outside the range of ±J2 x 6 x a. This is 
because outside of this range of value of the cumulative Normal distribution 
is zero or one re pectively51 . Clearly Vi, < i, 1 < i, so we will always get 
these values for options that expire more than a year away. Note that at 
later time periods the difference between Vi, and i is so large that we are 
many standard deviations, e.g. 40, away from the mean. Here again we get 
digital options that pay out one or zero for sure as we are extremely far in 
or out of the money. This is problematic as discussed in the next section. 
If we attempt to avoid this problem by shrinking the second time period's 
discretization points so that we only need ±J2 x 6 x a as our limits we do not 
have all the points required for the calculation of the values at time period 
1. 
Figure 12 illustrates the problems discussed. 
49 Either equation (47) or (57). 
50This number is selected so that our Normal distribution is zero for all numerical 
purposes after this many standard deviations from the mean. 
51 We have assumed this above by assuming that our Normal distribution is zero after 6 
standard deviations from the mean. 
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Exponentially growing discretization points, conditional 
a d unconditional gaussian distributions 
' Time Period {t) ,. .. -- .. 
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Figure 12: Exponentially growing discretization points. The unconditional 
distribution , denoted by the dash-dot blue line , has 'excess' points on the 
grid resulting in digital option payoff of one and zero for sure as shown by 
the red line with arrows. The conditional distribution , denoted by the solid 
green line, has exactly the required number of discretization points so that 
it is defined over its entire range when it is conditioned on the endpoints. 
i.e. there are exactly enough discretization points so that our conditional 
distribution fits onto the grid. 
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14.3.4 Inversion problems 
In step (5d) in section 14.2 we calculate the Libor rate or swap rate using, 
amongst other values, J(x*) in the equations (50) and (61) which we will call 
the inversion equations. For a fixed time period J(x*) can be interpreted as 
J(x*) =Discount Factor x Digital Option Payoff for strike K(x*) (155) 
In the inversion equations we use the inverse of the standard Normal cumu-
lative distribution of 
. J(x*) =Digital Option Payoff for strike K(x*) (156) 
Discount Factor 
At the extreme values the digital option's payoff will be zero or one. The 
inverse of the cumulative Normal distribution at zero and one are undefined . 
14.3.5 Solution the inversion problem 
A possible way around this problem is, when calculating the value to be in-
verted, to substit ute the next closest value of J(x) that isn't "discount" or 
"zero" for the problematic value. This results in the first few and last few val-
ues of functions f the Markov process at each time period being the same. 
Note that the substituted values differ at extremely small values e.g. use 
10E-15 instead of zero. In the actual calculation later values may be slightly 
negative (with an error of approximately 10E-15) due to these approxima-
tions. These values must be adjusted to be their asymptotic limits. The 
values that we are adjusting are at the extreme limits and the adjustments 
are very small. Therefore they should not generate a significantly incorrect 
price. 
14.3.6 Further issues 
If we attempt to change the number of discretization points over time we will 
need to change array sizes at each iteration. There is only one theoretical 
reason to change the size of the discretization grid with time: at the earlier 
points, the grid may become overly fine leading to the function having very 
little variation between consecutive points. Fitting these functions by using a 
polynomial results in extremely large absolute polynomial coefficients. This 
issue did not cause any problems in any of the examples discussed in the 
dissertation, but for some extreme cases it could. 
One should also note that we condition on specific xi's when calculating 
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J(x*) and that we need to take care that we condition on the correct Xi· The 
function is defined on the x's in the next time period and the conditioning is 
on the x 's in the current time period. 
14.4 Integr ation 
There are a large number of integrations necessary to implement this model. 
For pricing purposes, a simple method like Simpson's rule should suffice. 
Pelsser [13] notes two problems with using this simple rule. Firstly, when 
we are calculating the Greeks we are taking the derivatives and hence any 
approximation errors are aggravated leading to unstable hedging parameters, 
most notably gamma's. Secondly, when we are calculating the integrals in 
equation (47) , near the strike time we have very little variance in our condi-
tional probability distribution resulting in a very spiked distribution. This is 
likely to be calc lated incorrectly if we do not take curvature into account. 
We also need to ensure that this spike doesn't fall between two points so that 
we miss it entirely. This is done by selecting a fine enough grid and using 
the considerations discussed in section 14.3. 
Using a method that allows for curvature to be taken into account and en-
sures that the discretization grid is fine enough will mitigate these problems. 
This section discusses methods to take the curvature into account and to 
reduce numerical inaccuracies. 
14.4.1 lntegr ting by fitting a polynomial 
The generic algorithm for fitting a polynomial has been discussed in section 
14.1.2. First we fit a polynomial to the function in the integral, excluding 
the Normal distribution part. i.e. we fit a function to f( x) in 
1b f(x) <PJJ-,u(x)dx (157) 
where ¢11-,u(x) denotes the Normal distribution with mean f..£ and variance 
a. We then use Hunt and Kennedy's algorithm, taken from Pelsser [13], to 
calculate integrals: we calculate the integrals of the powers of the polynomial 
with respect to the ormal distribution up to a defined limit, multiply them 
by the respective coefficients and sum them. The integrals are 
(158) 
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and can be calc lated recursively as 
G(k) = J-LG(k- 1) + (k- 1)o-2G(k- 2) (159) 
exp [-~ (x- J-L)] 
2hk-1 2 0" -a 
a..f21r 
G(O) = <D ( h: J-L) and G( -1) = 0 (160) 
where <D denotes the cumulative Normal distribution. 
In practice, fitting the function is not straightforward. We have numerous 
discretization points and thus would need a very high order polynomial if 
we want to fit it in one step. The function values differ after a few decimal 
places between each discretization point and thus a low order polynomial fits 
well, but as the order increases the absolute value of the coefficients become 
extremely large and tend to alternate in sign. This results in values exceed-
ing the computer 's maximum precision capacity and hence serious numerical 
inaccuracies (e.g. 6E25 being the coefficient of x17 results in a big number) . 
These numerical inaccuracies are further aggravated by the fact that we need 
to use the cumulative Normal distribution which may not be precise enough. 
The solution is to split the polynomial up , fitting various segments of the 
curve, and then to add up the parts. Just splitting up the function into 
non-overlapping intervals will not be sufficient as we will miss some of the 
curvature that is implied by previous values. Thus we need to fit to overlap-
ping intervals. Pelsser [13] suggests that one fits a polynomial over a number 
of points and integrates only over the middle two. For efficiency reasons 
we rather fit over a larger part of the fitted polynomial , but not the whole 
polynomial. At the endpoints we need to modify our algorithm to integrate 
over the whole fi t ted polynomial as we don't have values to the left and right 
(for the left and right endpoints respectively) that we use for curvature in-
formation. This is not problematic as the functions are very smooth at the 
endpoints becau e they approach their asymptotic limits. 
Another consideration mentioned by Pelsser [13] is that the function will 
be discontinous at the payoff. Thus at this point we should split the polyno-
mial into two parts and not have any overlapping intervals. 
When using the polynomial fitting to calculate a Gaussian integral we cal-























not what is required when calculating J(x*) or when calculating the integral 
between two points52 . These values are obtained by taking the differences 
between integrals to obtain the required result. 
The infinity we use is specified by the highest value of the discretization 
points as we don't have any higher values. By selecting a suitably high num-
ber of standard deviations at which the Normal distribution is deemed to be 
zero, e.g. 7 stan ard deviations, and ensuring that our discretization points 
grow at a suitable rate, as discussed in section 14.3.3, we are assured that 
our values representing infinity are suitable. 
14.4.2 Integrating by fitting to a parameterised function 
Pelsser [13] notes that even though fitting by a polynomial works very well in 
most cases, there are cases where the propagation of minor numerical errors 
is significant e.g. a 40 year Bermudan swaption with quarterly payments 
resulting in 160 time periods. Using a parameterized function mitigates this 
flaw but introduced the problem that we will not be able to fit market prices 
exactly. For long term options this shouldn't be a major problem as the 
market prices at distant tenors are very sparse requiring us to interpolate 
between market prices. This means that our fit to market prices isn't so 
important as we are 'guessing' them anyway. Pelsser [13] presents the method 
to calibrate to the parameterized function 
(161) 
where at, bt, Ct, dt and mt are parameters that need to be fitted for each time 
period. Empiric 1 runs showed that the method did not fit prices as well 
as integrating by fitting a polynomial when the volatility was high. He con-
cluded that this parameterization may not work well for volatile currencies 
such as the Japa ese Yen. 
14.4.3 Numerical considerations for the spot Markov-Functional 
model 
A major computational drawback is the calculation of the expectation in the 
spot measure models, as we need to do this iteratively for each time step 
52We calculated the integral between two points when we integrate by splitting the 
function into segments. 
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until we get to time zero. Fries and Rott [7] overcome this by the following 
method: consid r the integral conditioned on xr, = xr,,k 
(162) 
When we integrate a function numerically we only sample from the function 
values at our discretization points. Let F denote the column vector of the 
function values at our discretization points 
(163) 
The integral can thus be represented as 
(164) 
where A~;+ 1 is a mi x mi+1 matrix and mi represents the number of dis-
cretization points at time ~. If we now define 
(165) 
as our large tim step operator we obtain 
(166) 
directly. This is quick as A~~+ I is a row vector . 
The representation of the integral as a linear multiplication is simple to see 
if one considers how a numerical integration such as Simpson's rule or a Rie-
mann sum would work. The A~;+ 1 matrix is a mi x mi+1 matrix as each 
row represents a conditioning on a different xr,,k· Thus multiplying out the 
equation for the integral gives us ami x 1 vector, each element representing 
the conditional expectation, conditioned on a specific state. 
The definition of the large time step operator, equation (166) can be un-
derstood as follows: at time T0 we only have a single state to condition on. 
It thus makes sense that the A~~+I vector is a row vector. For the first time 
period, T0 , A~~ will be a row vector. When we are at the second time period, 
T1, we want to calculate the expected values of the values at time T2 , at time 
T1, conditioned at each point at time T1. This is done using A~~, an m1 x m2 
matrix. We then have 'new' values, which are our expected values of the 
values at time T2 , for each state at time T1 . These values need to be brought 
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back, through the expectation operator, to time zero. A~~ does that. So we 
have the function that 'brings back' values from time T2 as 
(167) 
We then move forwards through time. The function !(~) can be seen as 
V ( ~l · ) in the practical application. 
Nri+ 1 ~ 
Using these precalculated projection vectors is useful , even for the terminal 
measure model as it prevents numerically inconsistent ways of calculating 
the large time expectation. The method ensures that the tower law is always 
valid. This is crucial due to the large use of this law. However , if these 
projection vectors are slightly incorrect, we will have a propagation of errors. 
Fries and Rott [7] mention this and say that the terminal distributions will 
not be perfectly Normal, but that the exact sampling of the terminal distri-
bution is not crucial to the model and that the calibration does not suffer. 
This may not be entirely true. The next paragraph explains why. 
If our terminal distributions53 are incorrect our terminal correlations will 
be incorrect. T he errors here are likely to be small. Here one should recall 
the discussion f the terminal correlation in section 10.4. As discussed the 
terminal correlation is crucial to the correct pricing of co-termin<:l options54 . 
In the terminal-measure models we did not have this problem. Firstly, we 
made limited use of the tower law meaning that a slight model inconsistency 
due to numerical errors will not propagate and hence not be too problematic. 
Secondly, we started with the terminal distribution and worked backwards 
resulting in our terminal distribution being perfectly accurate. 
In order to be able to use the method with the precalculated projection 
vector we would not be able to integrate using fitted polynomials as we did 
with the terminal measure. This is because fitted polynomial integration 
does not allow for an intuitive way of calculating the projection vectors. 
There is thus a conflict between integrating using precalculated projection 
vectors and integration by fitting a polynomial. Pelsser [13] mentions that 
integrating using simple methods such as Simpson's rule is inaccurate. This 
was mentioned at the start of this section. Fries and Rott [7] say that their 
53 These are the d istributions that each rate has under the terminal measure. 








method is consi tent and quick. Fries and Rott [7] did not document an im-
plementation or results of this method whereas Pelsser [13] did. One should 
thus be wary of this large time step operator. 
f5 Obtaining relevant market data 
Market data such as caplet volatility is not usually directly observable in the 
market and needs to be derived from prices of other options such as such as 
caps. Forward par swap rates need to be calculated from forward (Libor) 
rates. Here we briefly explain how this is done. 
Par swap rates are calculated using discount factors which are calculated 
from the forward rates. We have 
(168) 
In order to calculate caplet volatility we require caps expiring at each of 
the caplet expiry dates. For now, we assume that the caps all start at time 
T0 . Calculating the volatility is then an iterative procedur:e. The first caplet 
volatility is just the volatility of the cap expiring on the first tenor because 
this cap is·effBctively already a caplet . For the remainder of the caplet volatil-
ities we use the observation that a cap is the sum of caplets and that caps 
and caplets are priced using the Black formula. We require the volatilities 
that are inputs into the Black formula. The procedure for calculating the 
caplet volatilities from the second time period onwards is thus 
1. Obtaiii"the market-price of a cap expiring at time ]i. 
2. Calculate t he sum of the caplet prices until time Ji_1 . 
3. 'Add' the formula for the caplet at time 1i to the sum of the caplet 
prices, eq ate this to the price obtained in step (1) and solve for the 
caplet volatility in this formula. 
4. Step forward in time. 
Note that this procedure assumes that all caps start at time zero. The pro-
cedure can easily be. adjusted for caps that start later. 


















16 Brief review of empirical comparisons 
The results of two papers that compare the Markov-Functional model to 
other models are presented as well as any issues that arise. 
16.1 Empirical comparison of a single factor Markov-
Funct ional and a multi-factor market model 
This section summarizes the findings of Pietersz and Pelsser [14]. The authors 
discuss various comparisons between single-factor and multi-factor models55 
They then compare Bermudan swaption prices to those calculated by other 
models, and not to market quoted rates. This is done for the following reason: 
all the models are calibrated to market quoted European swa.ptions, mean-
ing that they price these perfectly. European swaptions are used to hedge 
Bermudan swaptions. Thus they can compare how one would hedge in the 
different models, which is of practical importance, rather than comparing the 
prices calculated by the Markov-Functional model with those of the market. 
The authors claim that their results are valid for callable Libor exotics as well. 
The models are compared according to their bucket hedging performance. 
Bucket hedging is when the number of hedge instruments equals the number 
of instruments in the market to which the model was calibrated 56 . The re-
sults for the Markov-Functional model, SMM and LMM are very similar. As 
one would expect, Delta hedging significantly reduces profit and loss, which ,.. 
is further significantly· reduced by~·further Vega hedging. 
16.2 Empirical comparison of single factor separable 
market model (SLM), Markov-Functional and the 
approximated -sLM 
Bennet and Kennedy [4] conduct an analysis using Libor models. They 
describe the approximate SLM in order to show how we can obtain an ap-
proximate market model that has a Libor rate that is a function of a one-
dimensional Markov process. 
'rhe approximate SLM uses a drift approximation derived from a single time 
step discretization of the forward rates. The approximate drift is calculated 
55 This will not be repeated here. See the cited paper [14] for details. 
56The reason is that bucket hedging outperforms factor hedging for certain products 
. and that is the method used in practice. 
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by replacing the Lij) terms in the integrated drift term of the ith Libor rate 
at time t by the mean of a generalized geometric Brownian bridge, starting 
from L¥j , with the same volatility as the Libor rate in the current period, 
conditioned on L~j) at time t. L~j), j > i, has been calculated from previ-
ous iterations. This approximation allows one to view the Libor mte as a 
function of a one-dimensional Markov process as the definition of a separable 
volatility structure allows one to write 
where 
1t (}(i}dW s s 0 1t /'iO"sdWs 
/'iXt 




.. Bennet and Ke nedy [4] find that under stress testing the approximation to 
the SLM model allows for significant arbitrage while the Markov-Functional 
and SLM model provide similar results. For the majority of normal market 
conditions the one-factor SLM and the Markov-Functional model provide re-
sults that are approximately the same57 . A better fit is achieved with shorter 
tenors. 
57 for practical purposes 
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17 Numerical . results ~nd findings 
The prices and Greeks of the standard options are well documented in the 
literature. Here we investigate the sensitivity of the results to assumed nu-
merical parameters such as the perturbation interval used in calculating the 
Greeks and the number of discretization poin~s_ used. We also investigate 
the impact of the mean reversion parameter on the price and Greeks. For 
comparison purposes we use the same assumed market data, strike rates and 
numerical parameters for all the derivatives. 
We assume that we have a constant Libor rate of 5% and a constant volatility 
of 20%. 
The Greeks are calculated using the so called bump-and-revalue technique. 
As we will see, many anomalies arise. These are explained in the sections 
where they aris . 
Where graphs are presented, the data used to generate the graph is included 
on the CD. The Greeks of interest are Delta and Vega as Pietersz and Pelsser 
[14] mention that hedging with these two reduces the profit and loss to an 
insignificant level58 . The choice of the perturbation intervals are not obvious. 
Pietersz and Pelsser [14] use 0.01 for calculating Delta and 0.05 for calcu-
lating Vega. These are the default parameters that we choose. In addition 
we calculate Vega and Delta for all the perturbation intervals ranging from 
0.0001 to 0.1. 
Most of the res Its are presented in graphs which can be found in appendix 
A. Please take careful note of the scale of the graph which changes accord-
ing to the variat ion in the graphs. Some seemingly large jumps are in fact 
extremely small. 




Unless otherwis mentioned, the following numerical parameters were used. 
umerical Parameters 
Discret ization Points 150 
Max Std Deviations for Normal Distribution 7 
Polynomial Order 6 
Pertubation interval for calculating Delta 0.01 
Pertubation interval for calculating Vega 0.05 
Markov process base volatility 0 
17.1 The Libor Markov-Functional model 
17.1.1 A cap 
A cap with the following details is priced. 
Cap Details · 
Strike rate 5% 
Period 2 years 
Payable In advance 
Payment intervals Quarterly 
Markov volatility 20% -
Mean reversion parameter. 0 




Time 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 
Delta 0.247417 0.175371 0.159415 0.15401 
Vega 0 0.00270393 0.00451019 0.00593601 
Time 1 "1.25 1.5 1.75 
Delta 0. 151612 0.149767 0.149891 0.149606 
Vega 0.00712 0.0081421 0.00904845 0.00986851 
The functional form of the Libor rates is given in Figure 21. As one can 
see the graphs follow the expected shape and are increasing functions of the 
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Markov process. The features of these graphs have been _discussed in se~tion 
14.2. 
The graphs for Delta and Vega for different perturbation intervals are pre-
sented in Figures 13 and 14. The graphs are smooth and increasing. From 
the graphs it is clear that there is a second order effect with respect to the 
Libor rate, whic is near constant at earlier durations and slightly increas-
ing at later durations. In this example, the largest change in delta, due to 
changing the perturbation interval from 0.0001 to 0.1 is 0.08326 (this is for 
the first rate, £~02~5)). This is consistent with Pietersz and Pelsser [14] who 
have already concluded that Delta and Vega hedging are sufficient. Vega 
hedging has a near constant , near zero second order effect . 
The exact number of discretization points is not clear from a theoretical 
perspective, although there are theoretical restrictions on how the endpoints 
should grow with time. We thus calculated the price and the Greeks for dif-
ferent discretization points, starting at 20 and ending at 400. This is shown 
· in Figures 15, 1 and 17. From these graphs it is clear that the results sta-
bilise after 150 discretization points. The graphs for Delta seem bumpy but 
when one looks at the scale the graphs are very fiat. 
As we move forward in time we require more discretization points in or-
. der to obtain accurate results. Theoretically this can be explained by the 
increase in the limits on which . the Markov process is defined. These limits 
increase exponentially as explained in section 14.3.3, so our discretization 
points rapidly become sparse. Furthermore one should note the relation be- . 
tween the number of discretization points used and the maxfmum number of 
standard deviations used. The more standard deviations used , the more the 
limits grow causing the points to be even more sparse. This is not clear from 
the graphs but it can be seen when one runs the code and carefully inspects 
the verbose output59 . One can conclude that the longer the option is,. the 
more discretization points are necessary. However, there is a numerical prob-
lem with using too many discretization points in the earlier durations which 
is not clear here but is clear when one runs the code. The verbose output 
mentions that the absolute value of the coefficients of the polynomials used 
in the integration get very large. The reason for this is that we are integrat-
ing using a polynomial of.degree six. The discretization points are very close 
and the graph is nearly fiat . This results in polynomial coefficients that are 
extremely large and then extremely small, just as we had when we tried to 
59 T his needs to be enabled in the code 
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fit a polynomial to all the points. These numbers could get too large, so that 
when we use them with (multiply them by) the cumulative Normal distri-
bution we have implemented, which has precision to only 15 decimal places, 
we obtain numerical inaccuracies. Using a polynomial of a lower order does 
not provl.de us with enough curvature information leading to incorrect values. 
In this example the coefficients did not grow large enough to create problems. 
For other options these large coefficients could pose a problem. Where it is 
problematic an easy fix would be to have a different number of discretization 
points which would grow exponentially, in line with the growth of the limits 
of the Markov process, at each time period. Note also that one should select 
the lowest number or discretization points that results in stable answers to 
reduce the time taken to calculate the output. When we used more than 
double the required number of discretization points our coefficients did not 
grow large enough to create any numerical errors. One could conclude that 
this is a theoretical problem that is unlikely to emerge in practical applica-
tions. 
To examine the effect of mean reversion the price and the Greeks were cal-
culated for different mean reversion parameters, ranging from zero to 20%. 
The results are presented in Figures 18, 19 and 20. The results are intuitive. 
A higher mean reversion parameter leads to a lower cap price due to the 
strike value being reached less often. Note that the Delta for the first two 
rates is an increasing function of the mean reversion parameter while it is 
a decreasing function for the remainder of the rates. The reason for this is 
that a higher mean reversion parameter leads to a lower volatility in the first 
few periods and a higher volatility in later periods. This leads to the price 
being negatively sensitive to an increase in the mean reversion parameter .for 
the earlier rates as the volatility is lower , and positively sensitive for later 
rates due to the higher volatility. As the mean reversion parameter increases, 
jumps in volatility become less significant as there is a greater tendency to 
revert to the mean. This can be seen by the decreasing graphs for Vega. 
17.1.2 A barrier cap 
The details of the barrier cap are the same as the cap with a lower barrier at 
zero and an upper barrier at 7%. The code can calculate the value for any 
lower (and upper) barrier, bu~ a lower barrier of zero makes sense as well as 
leaving only a single source_ of_di_scontinuity. 







Time 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 
Delta 0.24916 0.072 -0.0084 -0.0188 
Vega 0 0.00019 -0.0035 -0.0024 
Time 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 
Delta -0.0161 0.01308 0.00269 0.0243 
Vega -0.0038 -0.0039 0.00013 -0.0003 
The functional form of the Libor rates will be the same as the Cap as we are 
calibrating to the same market data. 
The graphs of t e Delta and Vega for different perturbation intervals are 
presented in Figures 22 and 23 respectively. The graphs for Delta drop off 
steeply at the earlier tenors and less steeply for later tenors. They are rea-
sonably smooth60 after the steep drop due to the barrier. The graphs for 
Vega have very mooth behaviour with a nearly constant, near zero, second 
order effect. 
The graphs for different numbers of discretization points are presented in 
Figures 24, 25 and 26. The values quickly converge at approximately 100 
discretization points although there is some small noise in an extremely tight 
band. 
The graphs for different mean reversion parameters are given in Figure 27, 
28 and 29. There is a clear break due to the barrier but otherwise the graphs 
are smooth. The graph for the price drops off like the cap but then breaks 
away upwards as high mean reversion parameter causes the barrier to be 
breached much less often. The behaviour of the Greeks can be explained in 
a similar fashion . Once again, note the scale of the graphs as some of the 
jumps that look large are in fact extremely small. 
600nce again, examine the scale of the graphs 
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17.1.3 Pricing a Bermudan swaption in the Libor Markov-Functional 
model 
Earlier we mentioned that the swap Markov-Functional model should be used 
for pricing swap based products only and that the Libor Markov-Functional 
model should be used to price cap based products only. A swap is not a cap 
based product. Here we calibrate a model to caps and then price a Bermu-
dan swaption in order to determine the problems with pricing a Bermudan 
swaption, and more generally, swap based products, in the Libor Markov-
Functional mod l. 
In order to calculate the value of a swap we require the discount rates 
(172) 
Note that the rate is conditioned on the state at time ~ corresponding the 
starting date of the bond. In the Libor Markov-Functional model we have 
the rates Dr;Tn+ J (xrJ. We cannot use the relationship 




directly as we do not have Dr;Tn+J (xrJ, but only Dr;Tn+I (xr;)· This is be-
cause, during calibration, we only calculate PDB prices as a function of the 
Markov process at t he start ing time of the bond, and not as a function of the 
Markov process at a time before the start of the bond. The required PDB's 
are obtained by using the tower law iteratively. For i < j , 
1 
1 
Nr;(~)EQ ( Nr:(x) IFr;) 
1 
Dr;(~)EQ (nr>x) IFr;) 
1 




These rates enable us to calculate the functional form of the required PVBP's 
and hence the required swap rates and derivative prices. The swap model 
did not require this as we modelled the swap rate directly. From a computa-
tional perspective, this adds many extra calculations and hence increases the 
time taken to calculate the required output, showing that it is probably not 
a good idea to attempt to price swaps using the Libor model. Furthermore 
we will have problems calibrating to terminal correlation as demonstrated 
later. 
The results are stable showing that it is still possible to correctly price a 
swap in the Libor model. The functional form of the swap rates are drawn in 
Figure 47. The rates are still monotonic increasing functions of the Markov 
process and do not differ much from those in the swap Markov-Functional 
model. 
A Bermudan swaption with the same details as in section 17.2.1 is priced. 
Note that the price does not correspond to that of the Bermudan swaption 
priced below as the volatility used (20%) is the caplet volatility and not the 
digital swaption volatility. Differences between these results and those of sec-
tion 17.2.1 are expected as the functional form in the two models is different 
as well as the models having slightly different market data. 
In this numerical example, the Normal distribution was deemed to be zero 
after nine standard deviations from the mean. The results calculated using 
the standard numerical parameters are given in the following table. 
Bermudan Swaption in the Libor Model 
Price 0.00993 
Time 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 
Delta -0.0024 -0.0225 -0.0534 -0.0759 
Vega 0 0.00207 0.00486 0.00674 
Time 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 
Delta -0.0923 -0.1045 -0.1126 -0.1205 
Vega 0.00804 0.00938 0.01005 0.01076 
The graphs for the price, Delta and Vega for changes in the number of dis-
cretization points are given in Figures 41, 42 and 43 respectively. The price 
converges quickly after about 80 discretization points and the Greeks stabilize 
after 150 discretization points and become near constant after 200 discretiza-
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tion points. There is very little noise in the results after 200 discretization 
points. 
The graphs for t he price, Delta and Vega for changes in the mean rever-
sion parameter are presented in Figures 44, 45 and 46 respectively. This 
clearly shows a flaw in using the Libor Markov-Functional model to price 
Bermudan swapt ions. The graph for the price decreases with an increase 
in the mean reversion parameter instead of increasing as it did in the swap 
model. Now recall that the mean reversion parameter was a parameter on 
the Markov process. The terminal correlation approximation was done by 
taking a first order approximation of the logs of the swap rate. Here the 
swap rate is a function of the all the forward Libor rates from the current 
time till the terminal time and hence the Markov process at all the forward 
times. The mean reversion approximation held when the rate of interest was 
a function of the Markov process in only the current state. 
The effect of the perturbation interval for the Delta and Vega are shown 
in Figures 42 and 43 respectively. The graphs for Delta are smooth and 
increasing showing a relatively small but possibly significant second order 
effect . The size of the second order effect is similar to that of the Bermudan 
swaption priced in the swap model. The slopes of the graphs for Vega change 
sign in places. This behaviour can be explained by the fact that here, Vega is 
defined as the sensitivity to the caplet volatility and not the swaption volatil-
ity which is a function of all the forward rate volatilities until the terminal 
time. 
17 .2 The swap M arkov-Functional model 
Here we price a Bermudan swaption using the swap Markov-Functional model. 
Note that the swap rates are calculated from the given market Libor rates . 
Delta is calculated with respect to changes in the Libor rate and not with 
respect to changes in the swap rate. This is done for comparison purposes 
with the Libor Markov-Functional model. The market data assumed is the 
same as that used in the Libor Markov-Functional model. As with the swap 
priced above, the Normal distribution was deemed to be zero after nine stan-
dard deviations from the mean. All the other numerical parameters are the 
standard numerical parameters. 
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17.2.1 A Bermudan Swaption 
A Bermudan Sw ption with the following details is priced. 
Bermudan Swaption Details 
Strike rate 
Termination of option 
Swap start and end dates 
Swap is payable 
Callable dates 
Markov volatility 
Mean reversion parameter 
Position 
5% 
2 years from start date 






The results obtained by using the standard numerical parameters are given 
in the following t able. 
Bermudan Swaption 
Price 0.00453 
Time 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 
Delta -0.1465 -0.0956 -0.047 -0.0235 
Vega 0 0.00562 0.01349 0.01111 
Time 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 
Delta -0 .0118 -0.007 -0.0045 0 
Vega 0.00516 0.00226 0.0011 0 
The functional form of the swap rates is given in Figure 38. As one can 
see the swap rates follow the expected functional form and are increasing 
functions of the Markov Process. The features of these graphs have been 
discussed in section 14.2. 
The Delta and Vega for different perturbation intervals are presented in Fig-
ures 30 and 31 respectively. The behaviour of Delta at the earlier durations 
is smooth and has a continuous second order effect. The second order effect 
is not that small and thus gamma hedging may be appropriate where Delta 
and Vega hedging fail to reduce profit and loss to an insignificant level. The 
graphs for Vega are smooth and have a very small second order effect. 
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The Greeks and prices for different discretization points are presented in Fig-
ures 32, 33 and 34. The price converges quickly after about 80 discretization 
points but the Greeks require 150-200 discretization points to be calculated 
accurately. The results converge to a near constant value with deviations 
due to numerical values being extremely small. 
The Greeks and prices for different mean reversion parameters are presented 
in Figures 35, 36 and 37. Here we have predictable smooth behaviour. When 
interpreting the graphs for Delta and Vega recall that Delta is defined as 
the derivative with respect to the Libor rate from which the swap rate is 
calculated and not the swap rate directly. The graph for Vega is decreasing 
for the first four t ime periods and then increasing for the fifth and sixth time 
periods. This can be explained by the fact that the volatility in the earlier 
durations is exponentially smaller than that in later durations. This causes 
volatility to increase (with the mean reversion parameter) at later durations 
and decrease at earlier durations. 
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18 The code 
This section describes the code used to implement the model. Parts of it 
may require knowledge of computer programming, most notably Object Ori-
ented (00) programming. The code is written in C++ using an 00 ap-
proach. This was done to ensure that the code runs quickly and to allow 
easy extension of the code in order to price other derivatives and use other 
Markov-Functional models. It is designed in a library type of format so that 
one can easily price any new derivative with the code. We explain how to 
do this in section 18.2. The code is too large to print out61 and attach as 
an appendix so only the header files are attached. These can be found in 
Appendix B. The design of the code is discussed below. The entire code 
can be found on the attached CD. Note that the code is designed to run on 
a Linux system. There are very few system specific calls and these are all 
put in a separate object that will need to be changed if the code is ported. 
The GCC compiler62 was used along with only the standard C++ libraries. 
This allows easy porting of the code across platforms. The code has checks 
all along so if one is pricing something very exotic and there is a numerical 
or logical error that it cannot correct, an error message is given. Generally 
the code manages to automatically correct most numerical errors . The code 
runs quickly and can calibrate, calculate the prices and the Greeks and write 
all output in about 2.7 seconds when 50 discretization points are used in the 
example in section 17 .1.1. The code was run thousands of times and there 
was no sign of a memory leak63 
18.1 Design of the code 
Here we will describe how the code is designed and the objects that are 
available. It can be split as follows: 
1. Functions .g. Cumulative Normal, Integration, Driver functions. 
2. Objects that are used as parameters e.g. fi le object, volatility object. 
3. The Markov-Functional Obj ect that contains a generic framework and 
functions relating to all one-dimensional terminal measure Markov-
Functional Models. 
4. Objects relating to the specific models: Libor and swap models. 
61 0ver 100 pages 
62 Probably the most standards compliant compiler. 
63 The system memory was monitored closely. A memory leak should lead to an accu-
mulation of memory used , which could be very small , as more runs are done 
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5. Objects relating to specific products. 
The list is in the order that objects inherit from each other. All the objects 
have functions that simplify the use of the object e.g. calculate the condi-
tional expectation with the arguments current state, current time and the 
payoff in the next time period. 
The code is well documented so that each step can be understood by anyone 
wanting to understand the finer details. Normally, all that a programmer 
requires are the header files as these provide a list of functions that the ob-
ject can execute. The functions and parameters are labelled so that one can 
understand how to use the code by reading only the header files. 
There are a large number of places in the code where one can change a 
boolean parameter to make the output more verbose. In addition to screen 
output, the code writes a large number of files with intermediate values such 
as the functional forms calculated. All output is written in comma separated 
values format so that the files can be read in a spreadsheet or imported to 
a large variety of programs. We use R64 to quickly generate graphs of the 
output . The scripts that automatically generate the graphs and write them 
to postscript files can be found on the attached CD. 
The code make use of a large number of pointers. One must thus be wary 
when altering the code as a m emory leak can easily be created. 
All market data is read in from the data files. 65 One should refer to 
the header files for more details of the exact functions and how the code 
is designed. 
18.2 How to price new derivatives 
In this section we will outline how to price new derivatives using this code. 
For further details one just needs to look at the code for pricing a barrier 
cap or Bermudan Swaption. 
One should select the appropriate Markov-Functional model to use i.e. swap 
or Libor model. Create an object that inherits from the selected model ob-
64 A statistical program 
65 The location f these files is specified in the code. 
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ject. The constructor function must be fully parameterized66 as there is no 
option to change all the parameters later . This is because the object sets up 
the array sizes according to the parameters. Select the parameters required 
for your option e.g. strike rate, expiry, exercise times and add these to your 
object. One only needs three functions in the object: price, calculate_delta 
and calculate_Vega. 
The procedure to calculate the price is 
1. Calibrate t he model by executing the calibrate() function. 
2. Create th required variables which are 
(a) A pointer to a payoff array with num_discretization_points in it. 
(b) An array to temporarily store the next payoff function . 
(c) Integers state and time 
3. Loop over all states and calculate the terminal payoff 
4. Loop over all time periods, starting at the penultimate period and 
ending at time zero. 
(a) Loop over all states 
1. Calculate the conditional expectation of the payoff (in the 
ext time period) using the calculate_conditionaLexpectation(time,state, *payoff) 
function. This returns a value that must be stored. 
n. Multiply the value by the discount factor in this state (D[time][state]) 
in order to get the numeraire rebased value at the current 
time. 
m. Add and change any values relating to the option e.g. set the 
value to zero if it broke the barrier or max(value,O). If there 
is no optionality at this time period then this value remains 
unchanged 
IV. Store this value in the temporary array. 
(b) Set the payoff to be the values that are stored in the temporary 
array (requires another loop). 
5. Return the price which is the value of any element of the payoff array 
(all the values should be the same now as there is only one state). 
66 i.e. all the inputs, such as the mean reversion parameter, need to be inputs into the 
constructor function. 
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To calculate the Delta one uses the following procedure 
1. Price the model and store this price 
2. Loop over all time periods 
(a) Increase the Libor rate L{Oj(timej(Oj by the perturbation interval. 
(b) Price the model (this automatically calibrates) and store this 
price. 
(c) Calculate Delta and store it. 
(d) Change the Libor rate back. 
3. Return Delta or print Delta to a file. 
Vega is calculated in a similar way but one changes the volatility instead. 
This done by using the function to set the market volatility. 
There are a few further items not mentioned here which are implemented 
in the code in order to increase efficiency, such as ensuring that we only 
calibrate when needed and don't calibrate to the same data twice. 
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19 Conclusion 
We introduced Markov-Functional models and their framework, went through 
the specific details on how the models work, considered some practical ap-
plications, described in detail how the models were to be implemented, pro-
vided a literature review of the results of the models, implemented the models 
and checked their behaviour with various market and numerical parameters. 
This provides the reader with a discussion of the current class of Markov-
Functional models. 
The next stage in developing Markov-Functional models would be to test 
models that have many factors (more than three) and to test the perfor-
mance of hybrid models, most notably models that include a factor to model 
equity. All the tools required to do this have been developed in this disser-
tation, which just leaves the issue of testing the model that fits one's specific 
needs. For terminal measure models, this is very quick and easy to do as the 
code is designed so that one can easily alter it to meet specific needs. 
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The figures that follow refer to rate 0,1, ... ,7 on they-axis. These numbers 
refer to the index in the tenors i.e. they refer to the i in ~ . The tenors are 
at quarterly intervals. 
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Figure 13: The Delta of the cap for various pertubation intervals. 
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Figure 14: The Vega of t he cap for different pertubation intervals. Vega is 
defined as the sensitivity of the price to the respective caplet volatility. 
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Figure 15: The price of a cap for different discretization points. 
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Figure 16: The Delta for t he specified Libor rat e of t he cap for different 
numbers of discretization points. 
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Figure 18: The price of a cap for different mean reversion parameters. 
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Figure 19: The Delta of the cap for different mean reversion parameters. 
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Figure 20: The Vega of the cap for different mean reversion parameters. 
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Figure 22: The Delta of the barrier cap for different pertubation intervals. 
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Figure 23: The Vega of the barrier cap for different pertubation intervals. 
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Figure 24: The price of a barrier cap for different discretization points. 
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Figure 25: The Delta of the barrier cap for different numbers of discretization 
points. 
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Figure 27: The price of a barrier cap for different mean reversion parameters. 
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Figure 30: The Delta of the Bermudan swaption for different pertubation 
intervals. Delta is defined as the sensitivity of the price to the respective 
Libor rate 
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Figure 31: The vega of the Bermudan swaption for different pertubation 
intervals. 
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Figure 32: The price of a bermudan swaption for different discretization 
points. 
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Figure 33: The Delta of the Bermudan swaption for different numbers of 
discretization points. 
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Figure 34: The Vega of the Bermudan swaption for different numbers of 
discretization points. Vega is defined as the sensitivity of the price to the 
respective swaption volatility. 
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Figure 35: The price of a Bermudan swaption for different mean reversion 
parameters. 
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Figure 36: The Delta of the Bermudan swaption for different mean reversion 
parameters. 
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Figure 38: The functional form of the swap rates 
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Figure 39: The Delta of the Bermudan swaption, priced using the Libor 
model, for different pertubation intervals. Delta is defined as the sensitivity 
of the price to the respective Libor rate. 
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Figure 40: The Vega of the Bermudan swaption , priced using the Libor 
model, for different pertubation intervals. Vega is defined as the sensitivity 
of the price to the respective swaption volatili ty. 
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Figure 41: The price of a Bermudan swaption priced using the Libor model 
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Figure 42: The Delta of the Bermudan swaption, priced using the Libor 
model, for different numbers of discretization points. 
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Figure 43: The Vega of the Bermudan swaption, priced using the Libor 
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Figure 44: The price of a Bermudan swaption, priced using the Libor model, 
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Figure 45: The Delta of the Bermudan swaption , priced using the Libor 
model, for different mean reversion parameters . 
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Figure 46: The Vega of the Bermudan swaption, priced using the Libor 
model , for different mean reversion parameters. 
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Figure 47: The functional form of the swap rates using the Libor model 
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B Code header files 
Libor Markov Functional. h 
!********************************************************************** 
*This file provides a Libor Markov-Functional model . It inherits from 
*MarkovFunctional class. It calibrates the model to the market and 
*stores the values . The intermediate values can be written to specified 
*files by changing the parameters . Default is not to write . 
**********************************************************************! 
#ifndef inc l uded_MarkovFunctional 
#include <MarkovFunctional .h> 




inc l uded_LiborMarkovFunctional 
inc l uded_LiborMarkovFunctional 






LiborMarkovFunctional(int to_set_num_discretization_points, int to_set_n, 
int to_set_po l y_order, double to_set_alpha, double to_set_markov_base_vol, 
double to_set_markov_mean_rev_parameter,double to_set_norm_limit); 
void calibrate (); 
void dbg(); 
double calculate_conditional_expectation(int time, int state, 
double *payof f); 
protected : 
void calculate_L(int current_time, double *]_local, 
double initial_D_local); 
void calculate_D(double *]_local, double *D_local, double *L_local); 
void calculate_J(int current_time, double *]_local, double *x_local, 
double *D_local, double discount , double *future_x); 
void calc_L_smile(int current_time, double *]_local, 
double initial_D_local); 
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void calculate_L_displaced_diffusion(int current_time, double *]_local, 
double initial_D_local); 
double *displaced_diffusion_r; 






* This file pr ovides the basic framework for a Markov-Functional model 
* All my spec i fic models inherit from this. This makes it easy to create 








int to_set_n , int to_set_poly_order, 
double to_set _alpha, double to_set_markov_base_vol, 







int poly_order ; 
int n; 
double alpha; 
double norm_l i mit; 







MeanRevVolati l ity markov_vol; 
MeanRevVolati l ity markov_unconditional_vol; 
Volatility mar ket_vol; 
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//functions 
void set_poly_order(int to_set); 
void set_alpha (double to_set); 
void set_markov_points(double upper_limit, double lower_limit, 
int num_discr etization_points, double *x_local); 
void set_norm_limit(double to_set); 
void set_markov_volatility(double to_set_base_vol, 
double to_set _mean_rev_parameter); 
void set_markov_volatility_unconditional(double to_set_base_vol, 
double to_set _mean_rev_parameter); 
void calculate_markov_points(); 
void set_init i al_libor_rates(); 
void calculate_initial_D(); 
void set_init i al_market_vol(); 
/*The following function was used for simulation 
purposes and has been commented out. 
It is fully f nctional so the comment can be removed 
here and in t he source file. *I 
//void set_mar ket_volatility(double to_set_base_vol, 
//double to_s et_mean_rev_parameter); 
}; 
Mean Rev Volatili ty.h 
!********************************************************************** 
*Provides a volatility object with the volatility calculated according 
*to the mean r eversion parameter . This object is only 1-D,so the state 
*index is 0 al ways . I will not do this, but rather inefficiently fill the 
*entire array with the same value . The reason for this is that now I can 
*include a state term in the calculations and it will be "used" when it 
*is relevant e. g . for other volatility objects that have states so I 
*don't need t o change the calculating code . Constant volatility is a 
*special case of this 
************************************************************************! 




MeanRevVolati l ity(); 
public Volatility 
virtual -MeanRevVolatility(); 
MeanRevVolatil ity(double to_set_base_vol, 
int to_set_num_discretization_points, 
int to _set_t i me_periods, double to_set_mean_rev_parameter, 
double to_set_alpha); 
void set_mean_rev_parameter(double to_set_mean_rev_parameter); 
void set_all_parameters(double to_set_base_vol, 
int to_set_num_discretization_points , 
int to_set_t i me_periods, double to_set_mean_rev_parameter, 
double to_set _alpha) ; 
void set_all_parameters_unconditional(double to_set_base_vol, 
int to_set_num_discretization_points, 
int to_set_t i me_periods, double to_set_mean_rev_parameter, 
double to_set _alpha); 
void set_mean_rev_parameter_unconditional( 









SwapMar kov Functional.h 
!********************************************************************** 
*This file provides the framework and specific functions for a Swap 
* Markov-Funct ional model. All specific swap based products inherit 
* from this 
**********************************************************************! 
#ifndef incl uded_MarkovFunctional 
#include <MarkovFunctional .h> 
#define 
#end if 
inc l uded_MarkovFunctional 
#ifndef __ inc l uded_SwapMarkovFunctional __ 
#define __ inc l uded_SwapMarkovFunctional __ 










void calibrate (); 
void calculate_libor_rates_from_swap_rates(); 
void calculate_swap_tree(double fixed_rate, bool receive_fixed); 
protected: 
double **PVBP ; 
double *initial_PVBP; 





void calculate_J(int current_time, double *]_local, double *x_local, 
double *D_local, double discount, double *future_x); 
void calculate_PVBP(int current_time); 
void calculate_par_swap_rate(int current_time); 










Internal Worki ngs 
START 
----> Make object and set params (inherited params only) 
[own parameters all made and dealt with - nothing needs to be set] 
---->calibrat e 
!------>calculate initial_D 
!------>calculate initial PVBP 















* Volatility .h 
* -Volatility class 
* -basically a poor 20 array class 
* -if the def ault constructor is called it makes a useless object. I could 
* make it so t hat it fixes the object once one sets the parameters, but 
* this is pointlesa as I will never use it like that 
* default constructor still useful for derived classes. 
**************************************************************************! 




int to_set_t i me_periods); 
Volatility(); 
virtual -volat ility(); 
double get_sigma(int time, int state); 
void set_sigma (int time, int state, double value_to_set); 
void set_dimensions(int to_set_num_discretization_points, 









* barrierCap. h 
* The file cal culate the price of a Barrier cap as 
* well as the greeks using the Libor MF Model 
*************************************************! 
#ifndef inc l uded_MarkovFunctional 
#include <MarkovFunctional.h> 
#define inc l uded_MarkovFunctional 
#end if 




inc l uded_LiborMarkovFunctional 




barrierCap () ; 
barrierCap(double to_set_upper_barrier, 
double to_set _lower_barrier, double to_set_strike_rate, 
double to_set _pertubation_interval_vega, 
double to_set_pertubation_interval_delta, 
int to_set_cap_period,int to_set_num_discretization_points, 
int to_set_n , int to_set_poly_order, 




void set pper_barrier(double to_set) ; 
void set_lower_barrier(double to_set); 
void set_strike_rate(double to_set); 
void set_cap_period(int to_set); 
*I 
void set_all_bc_parameters(double to_set_upper_barrier, 
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double to_set _lower_barrier, double to_set_strike_rate, 
int t o_set_cap_period); 
double price( ) ; 
void calculate_delta(double *delta); 
void calculate_vega(double *vega); 
//void calculate_initial_price(); 
double price_t est(); 
void set_pertubation_interval_delta(double to_set); 





int cap_period ; 









*bermudanSwapt ion .h 
* The file cal culate the price of a Bermudan swaption 
* as well as t he greeks using the Swap MF Model 
*************************************************************! 
#ifndef incl uded_MarkovFunctional 
#include <MarkovFunctional.h> 
#define incl uded_MarkovFunctional 
#end if 
#ifndef __ inc l uded_SwapMarkovFunctional __ 
#include <SwapMarkovFunctional.h> 
#define __ incl uded_SwapMarkovFunctional __ 
#end if 




bermudanSwapt i on(); 
bermudanSwapt i on(double to_set_fixed_rate, 
bool to_set_r eceived_fixed, 
double to_set _pertubation_interval_delta, 
double to_set_pertubation_interval_vega, 
int to_set_num_discretization_points, int to_set_n, 
int to_set_poly_order, double to_set_alpha, 
double to_set _markov_base_vol, 
double to_set _markov_mean_rev_parameter, 
double to_set_norm_limit); 
double price (); 
void calculate_delta(double *delta); 
void calculate_vega(double *vega); 
//void calculate_initial_price(); 
void set_delta_interval(double to_set); 
void set_vega_interval(double to_set); 
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protected: 
double fixed_r ate; 
double init ial_price; 









* The file cal culate the price of a cap 
* as well as t he greeks using the Swap MF Model 
*************************************************************! 





#ifndef __ inc l uded_SwapMarkovFunctional __ 
#include <SwapMarkovFunctional.h> 
#define inc l uded_LiborMarkovFunctional 
#end if 






bool to_set_r eceived_fixed, 
double to_set _pertubation_interval_delta, 
double to_set _pertubation_interval_vega, 
int to_set_num_discretization_points, int to_set_n, 
int to_set_poly_order, double to_set_alpha, 
double to_set _markov_base_vol, 
double to_set _markov_mean_rev_parameter, 
double to_set _market_base_vol, 
double to_set _market_mean_rev_parameter, 
double to_set _norm_limit); 






double fixed_r ate; 
double initial _price; 










* A class to manage the files. The specific system calls and 
* directory l ocations may need to be changed when porting 
* the code to other systems. 
*************************************************************! 





file(char *to_set_file_name, int to_set_column_size); 
-file(); 
void write_line_to_file(double *x); 
protected: 
int column_size; 
char *director y; 
char *file_name; 
char *full_fil e_name; 
void clean(); 





* gaussian .h 
* The file provides the cumulative normal and 
* the inverse of the cumulative normal function 
*************************************************! 
double cumnorm(double z); 




* gaussianlntegrals .h 
* Provides a class that integrates a polynomial 
* with respect to a gaussian distribution from 
* minus infini ty to a specified upper limit 
* need a high enough norm- limit . 7 does ok 
***********************************************! 
double calculate_gaussian_polynomial_integral(double *coefs, 
double upper_limit, double mean, double sigma, 
int polynomial_degree); 
double calculate_gaussian_polynomial_integral_by_segments( 
const int pol y_order, const int num_discretization_points, 
double *X, double *y, double upper_bound, double mean, 




* This file calculates the specific values and 
* graphs presented in the paper for a cap and 
* a barrier cap . 
*************************************************! 
void fill_in_default_values(int &discretization_points,double 
&delta_interval, double &vega_interval, double &norm_limit, 
double &upper _barrier, double &lower_barrier, double &strike_rate, 
int &cap_peri od, int &n, int &poly_order, double &alpha, 
double &markov_base_vol, double &markov_mean_rev); 
void calculat e_bc_delta_different_pertubation_intervals(double jump_size); 
void calculat e_bc_vega_different_pertubation_intervals(double jump_size); 
void calculat e_bc_plain(); 
void calculat e_bc_different_mean_rev_parameters(); 
void calculat e_bc_different_discretization_points(double jump_size); 
void calculat e_bc_standard_output(); 
void test() ; 
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li borSwapDriver Functions.h 
!************************************************ 
* This file calculates the specific values and 
* graphs presented in the paper for a bermudan 
* swaption cal culated using the libor model. 
*************************************************! 
void fill_in_sul_default_values(double &fixed_rate, bool &receive_fixed, 
double &delta_ interval, double &vega_interval, 
int &discret i zation_points, int &n, int &poly_order, double &alpha, 
double &markov_base_vol, 
double & markov_mean_rev_parameter, double &norm_limit); 
void calculate_sul_mean_rev_params(); 
void calculate_sul_pertubation_interval(double jump_size) ; 






* writes a vector to a file, separating elements 
* with comma' s . It adds a line to the file and 
* leaves the rest intact 
***********************************************! 





* calculates t he coefficients of a polynomial 
* of the order of the number of elements in 
*the given vector. 
***********************************************! 
void calculate_poly_coefs(double *X, double *y, double *coefs, 
int num_discr etization_points); 
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~ ...... _ 
swapDri ver Functions. h 
!************************************************ 
* This file calculates the specific values and 
* graphs presented in the paper for a bermudan 
* swaption cal culated using the swap model . 
*************************************************! 
void fill_in_bs_default_values(double &fixed_rate, bool &receive_fixed, 
double &delta_interval, double &vega_interval, 
int &discret i zation_points, int &n, int &poly_order, double &alpha, 
double &markov_base_vol, 
double & markov_mean_rev_parameter, double &norm_limit); 
void calculate_bs_mean_rev_params(); 
void calculate_bs_pertubation_interval(double jump_size); 






*This file provides the framework and specific functions for calculating 
* swap based derivatives and a bermudan swaption in the Libor MF model 
************************************************************************! 
#ifndef inc l uded_MarkovFunctional 
#include <MarkovFunctional.h> 
#define inc l uded_MarkovFunctional 
#end if 
#ifndef inc l uded_LiborMarkovFunctional 
#include <LiborMarkovFunctional.h> 
#define inc l uded_LiborMarkovFunctional 
#end if 





swapUsingLibor (double to_set_fixed_rate, 
bool to_set_r eceive_fixed, int to_set_num_discretization_points, 
int to_set_n , int to_set_poly_order, double to_set_alpha, 
double to_set _markov_base_vol, 
double to_set _markov_mean_rev_parameter, 
double to_set _delta_interval, double to_set_vega_interval, 
double to_set _norm_limit); 
void print_swap_rate(); 
void calculate_delta(double *delta); 
void calculate_vega(double *vega); 
void set_delta_interval(double to_set); 
void set_vega_interval(double to_set); 












void calculate_swap_tree(double fixed_rate,bool receive_fixed); 
double fixed_r ate; 
bool receive_f ixed; 
bool calibrated; 
bool swap_rate_calculated; 
double pertubation_interval_delta; 
double pertubation_interval_vega; 
}; 
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